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COURT TO REMAIN IS

ROOSEVELT ISSUES STATEMENT

FINAL WORD FROM U. S. SENATE
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. President Taft today began the task ot
of the house
convincing member
and senate that the Panama canal bill
should contain some feature to assure other nations that the United
States did not intend to violate the
treaty. He gave a
resolution to Representative Shirley,
drawn to insure the right of any foreign ship owner to have the freo
tolls provision passed upon by the
LTnited States courts. Some members
think the bill alreMy provides for

that, but the resolution the president
submitted today specifically provides
for it.
Mr. Shirley said he would submit
the resolution to the house and senate conferees on the bill and learn if
they were willing to have it present-

ed to congress.
In addition to Mr. Shirley, the president today talked with Senator
Jones, of Washington, and Senator
Chamberlain, of Oregon.
It was said the president be'ieves
the Panama canal bill might have the
effect of nullifying the
treaty if not in harmony with it.
In construing the Chinese exclusion
law, several years "go, the supreme
court held that the law suspended
the treaty with China.
Those who talked with Mr. Taft
today about the bill were convinced
he wou'd sign it. They said, however, that the president would prefer
to have congress pass a resolution
the good faith of the
Vnited States in H treaty obliga-

tions.

MINING ANOTHER CAMPAIGH

recommending the abolition of the
commerce court be retained as part
of the measure.
A majority of
be appropriations
committee reported the bill with pro- vision for the retention of the court
Mr.
and when this was eliminated
Tatt's friends predicted that the bill
again would be vetoed.
The senate agreed with the house
in leaving out the provision to limit
tenure of office of civil service em- ployes to seven years to which the
"president also had objected.
"There is no secrpt about the fact,''
said Senator Warren, "that if this bill
goes to the president with this clause
left in we will get another veto. It
is just a question of whether we
want to get through here and get
home, or stry here and pass bills and
get vcloes ;;d infinitum."
Senator Clapp, of Minnesota, leap-ed to his feet.
"Mr. President,"'
he said, "this is
not a question of getting through and
getting home. Thi is a question of
doing what we believe to be our
duty." Senator Overman also pro- tested.
"Both the house and senate nave
voted by large majorities to abolish
this court," he said. "The people of
the United States have signified their
desire that the court shall be abolish- ed. The president of the United
States is now lined up against the
people. The house will insist on
abolishing the court and I protest
that we should stand by the house." HE CORROBORATES STORY OF ROSE
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, object- AS TO KILLING OF ROSENTHAL
ed to the stand of Senator Warren.
"I rise to a point of order. he ex- AND COLLECTION OF GRAFT
BYj
claimed. "I believe that it is abso- DIEUTEMENT BECKER
lutely out of order to influence the
votes of senators by threatening
'them with the threat of what the
president will do or will not do."
Senator Warren protested that he was LITTLE GAMBLER
only stating facts.
Senator Overman's substitute con- WILL BE WITNESS
tained a provision to abolish the com- to
mprro pnnrt and was adonted
.

Chicago. 111., Aug. 13. La Verne W.
Noyes, treasurer of the progressive
convention arrangement committee,
today made public a statement of
receipts and disbursements for the
recent progressive national convention held in Chicago, in August, show-jinthat the total expense of the con-- i
vention was $19,403.
In submitting his report, Mr. Noyes
said: "The first national convention
oi the progressive party was conduet-- !
ed with less cost to the people than
probably any convention of the republican or democratic parties for years.
"We think the balance sheet submitted shows that it is possible to establish a new precedent in the mat-to- r
of national conventions and avoid
the waste every four years of many
thousands of dollais."
The balance sheet shows the follow-

mitteeman from Illinois, and acting
Chairman McAdoo of the national committee.
ROOSEVELT DENIES IT.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 19. Roosevelt issued a statement today in reply to a published interview in which
Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvania,
was quoted as saying that he believed the $25,000 check sent to him in
1901 by the Standard Oil company,
was used by the republican national
committee to help In carrying New
York state for Roosevelt.
The colonel said that in 1901 he had written
to George B. Cortelyou, republican national chairman, stating that no campaign contribution should be received
from the Standard Oil company.
lie said if any such contribution
was received it was without his
knowledge, and in spite of his prohibition.
With his campaign for the presiunder way, Colonel
dency fairly
Roosevelt is making the most of his
last days at Sagamore
Hill, before
starting on his long swing about the
country. He spent most of the day
out. of doors, Tiding and playing tennis.
He will remain at Oyster Bay until Wednesday, when he leaves for
Wilkesbarre, Pa., to attend the jubilee of his old frieod. Father Curran.
Colonel Roosevelt is to make an address in Wi!kesbarre, which will deal
After another
largely with morals.
short rest, on his return from Wilkesbarre, lie will start out again and
keep constantly at work, until election time.
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APACHES ARE NOT
WANTED DECLARE
U. S. SENATORS

SCHEPPS TELLS

INTERVENTION
IS URGED BY

HISTORY OF

Washington, D. C. Aug. 19. The
proposed release ot the 257 Apache
Indian prisoners of war at Fort. Sill.
with
Okla., held for participation
Chief Geronimo in- the massacre of
twenty-siyears ago, brought on a
fight in the senate today which defeated the conference report on the
CONDITIONS IN MEXICO ARE INTOLERIndian appropriation bill.
The bill carried an item of $200,-00ABLE DECLARES
JUNIOR
to transport th prisoners to the
aud
IN
NEW
'l
MEXICO
SENATOR FROM

A. B. FALL

MURDER

x

0

Sr

LIE

receipts:

From individuals
$ 2,000.00
From hotels of Chicago....
".""iO.ikI
;From ticket sales
lo,2B2.55
From programs
l,2fi".:!r
Total
19.S77.91
As the total expenses for hall, niu-- '
sic, offices and arrangements amount-eto $19,103.31 the committee lias a
balance of $171.1"! on hand.
Political activity increased today
(With preparations for the opening ot
rteliiocratic 'headquarters in Chicago
Wednesday. It was said a large number of democratic leaders would come
'to Chicago from Indianapolis immediately after the notification of Mar--;
shall. Among those will be? Joseph
(1. Davits, of Wisconsin, secretary ot
the democratic national
committee,
Charles lioeschenstein, national com

The president discussed the Panama bill with the cabinet in the White
SPEECH TODAY
STATEN ISLAND ATTORNEY
Senators Fall and Catron, of New
WATER WAGON IN
House today.
SHOT DEAD BY WOMAN.
opposoi
and
smnn,
Arizona,
Mexico,
Further conferences wiU be held
CATHOLIC PARADE
declared
Fall
ed
tothe project. Senator
before the regular cabinet session
Mrs. Edmunds Had Sued Her Husmassafamilies
of
descendants
many
ARE
MAKES BIG HIT
AMERICANS
morrow morning.
band and He Was Victor in Court
cred by Geronimo lived in the agency.
CONFERENCE FAILS.
Charges That Counsel Struck Her
The New Mexico senator predicted
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. ALouisville, Ky., Aug. 19. President
Before She Fired.
between the Indians and
tlhe
TO
outbreaks
READY
of
consideration
secure
to
ttempt
FIGHT;
Edward
Feeney, Brooklyn, and SecreNew
19.
C.
Albert
Aug.
York,
white settlers if the survivors of the
Newlands resolution for a Joint con
district
of Richmond tary Anthony Matre, St. Louis, in
Faeh,
free
attorney
to
become
allowed
were
band
gressionai comimuee iu cumei
county, Staten Island, was shot down their reports to the eleventh convensettlers in New Mexico.
President Taft on tariff legislation 23.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. Condi- in his nrivafp nffirp at Rtnnlftnn Initnv tion of the American Federation of
JSXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
the
with
voted
who
The
republicans
failed todav In the senate. Senator
tions in Mexico were related to the by M).g Elizabetn E(lmunds nnd prob. Catholic societies today, laid much,
Sam Schepps came back to X ANOTHER MURDER
democrats to pass it were Senators X
Smoot objected.
with a state- uttertoday
Broadway
TOWN. senate today by Senator Fall, or New ably fatally wounded. The woman had stress on their
IN COLORADO
Borne, Borah, Bristow, Clapp,
ONLY ONE BATTLESHIP.
ment on his lips corroborating X
ances.
who arose to a question ot a fancied grievance in that her
Mexico,
D. C, Aug. 19. Con-'- ; ford, Cummins, Heyburn, La Follette,
the confession of "Bald Jack" X
"Publications combatting socialism
Marion
Edmunds,
privilege to declare "absurd band, Dr. John
Briton, Colo., Aug. 19. With his
ferees on the naval appropriation bill Nelson, Poindexter and Works,
X Rose, charging Police Lieutenant X
are appearing in different
sections
!
bat-of
Louisiana,
Senator Thornton,
head beaten to a pulp, the body ot and ridiculous" a statement purport- whom she had sued for abandonment
agreed today to provide for one
murX
to come from President Madero with Mr. Fach as prosecutor, had been The federation should lead in this
than1 was the only democrat who voted X Becker with instigating the
sixty-fivold,
ing
John
years
not
of
cost
a
Zabransky,
at
greater
tleship
X der of the gambler, Herman Ro- X
great work," said Mr. Feeney.
a "hermit watchman," was to the effect that Mr. Fall has caused- acquitted. When arrested, Mrs.
An appropriation of $2,- - against the substitute to abolish the X senthal. For two hours
$15,000,000.
X known as
be- munds told the
Shepps
olice she had been
"Catholics are deeply interested in
of
failure
negotiations
on
peace
court.
his
in
cabin
for
the
found
be
available
early today
533,000 is to
and District Attorney Whitman
and arguing with Fach, and that he had the preservation of the great AmeriHe had been murdered tween the Mexican government
Main
street.
work at once.
a
were in conference on
train,
struck her. Mr. Fach has a wife and can republic that gave welcome and
with a ring guage, sometime between General Orozco. Senator Fall denied
No agreement was reported as to
with children.
speeding south f(tom Albany. And X
REVOLUTION IN
he ever had any connections
shelter to our fathers. We oppose all
this
and
early
evening
sizp. dimensions of armament. The
Saturday
X when they reached New York X
negotia--;
the
Orozco
peace
regarding
attempts to substitute chaos for ornaval bill in other respects was adoit- NICARAGUA
X Mr. Whitman
saidr "Schepps X morning.
Mexico
in
conditions
tions.
der."
Existing
been
confer?
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j
is be'ieved
have
ed as approved by the previous
SPREADING X has done all that we expected of X theRobbery
could not last much longer, he said. lTJUvlllU
Mr. Feeney and Mr.
Matre commotive for the crime.
once and now is acceptable to house
him. He has corroborated the
Senator Culberson of Texas, had read
mended the American Federation, of
CAUSES
to
have
DEATH
OF
was
and senate.
supposed
Zabransky,
most important parts of Jack
a telegram from Secretary Knox, dat-- i
while Feeney listed the InThe naval bill as agreed also pro-Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. RevoDnca'e nnfaccinn Voti must Tint V many valuable diamonds in his pos- ed
WAR HERO Labor,
o0, saying conditions in Mexidustrial
Workers of the World as the
July
An
loans.
for
vides for eight submarines, the origl- - mtion is spreading in Nicaragua.
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session
details."
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"Socialist party of America today."
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tomorrow.
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will
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inquest
disof
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I nave lntormation oeiore me at
opposing interests
Milton. Pa.. Auc. 19. When witness.
Both officers spoke in favorable
liers and one machine ship.
murdered man has no living relatives
(capital, are distressing according to
attorney,g offlce and the pQ.
the present time," replied Mr. Fall, jng a m0ving picture presentation ot support of a tentative movement for
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"
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holding up to the view of the sena- - the battle of Gettysburg last night, the organization of a Catholic fedII..:,
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a mass of papers and telegrams, Harvey Geifer, a civil war veteran, eration for women.
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a
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X from headquarters, saying they
the statements are unfounded, dropped dead of heart failure. The
"that
An innovation in parades was star
of
the
was
bombardment
armament
left
killed in the
The question of
My source of information is superior fiim showed a regiment acting the ed here yesterday when two dozen
to the naval constructors and the sec- city. The minister reports 1,000 bodies
to
whitmaa $
hjm but
:to those of the state department but nart nf noifur's wpimont
in n,Q water wagons were scattered at In
in tne neias.
retary of the navy.
announceci that his offlce was in
can not disclose the names of the battle, and the old man who was tervals in the
jl
A movement to name the new bat- Pageant of the Ameribeen
attacked by
command and his detectives took X
Chlnandaga has
wounded in this engagement, became can Federation of Catholic societies.
parties.
tleship Constitution has been started. the rebels and an attack upon Corinto,
in
Schepps to the west side police
sever
Senator Fall declared that
so overcome with emotion that hp
The wagons were provided with
Today Is the centennial of the battle tl;e principal seaport on the Pacific, X court on a technical
al mining camps in Mexico owned by could not withstand the shock.
charge of X
distilled
water and individual drink
between the old Constitution and the
;
feared.
vagrancy as a material witness.
Americans and where there were hunbe- - X
Cuerriere. Under the law, the secre
ing cups in which water boys carried
communication
Telegraphic
himself refused to
Schepps
American
of
miners
the
dreds
citizens,
tary of the navy would be obliged to tween Managua and Corinto is
draughts to participants and specta- X say a word about his conference
had banded together, armed them - FORMER CONVICT IS
tors. On account ol the intense heat,
the new ship, Arizona or rupted.
IN
FATALLY
STABBED
Of the au- - X
X with Mr. Whitman.
nn
served
MpYi
nnd
the
rpIvps.
nntfpp
New Mexico, but the senate and
BRAWL IN SALOON. many of the merchants took advantMena, the rebel leader, has recelv-hous- e X thorities Mr. Whitman
alone
cans that they would protect themconferees will be urged to e,i iaree quantities of supplies and X know what part Schepps played X
age of the water supply to keep wet
selves.
amend the bill with a provision that s0VB indication of having financially in the Rosenthal affair. To all
on their foreheads.
handkerchiefs
Two
Had
Sedillo
Served
cannot
"The
Mexican
Miguel
government
ACCIDENT
AUTO
INJURED IN
me new snip De namea aner "uia backing.
Even these precautions did not preother including Assistant Dis- - X WOMAN
in
Here
Prison
Terms
in
adeAmerican
citizens
Mexico
Fought
give
Ironsides.''
With Companions Over Two Wo- vent several heat prostrations among
The presence of bluejackets from X trict Attorney Rubin, who accom- - X
In many towns in
AT PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA, SUF- quate protection.
-rKL. Mil
marchers and participants.
iuo mil n agiceuJ uyun aiau pro- - t.
Ann!1nnlia rolnfWod hv X panied him from
Hot Springs, X
Arizona along the border citizens have
men, it is Said.
vides for a
wireless
AGONY
TERRIBLE
SUCH
FERS
rf
from Panama( hag restored X Schepps turned a deaf ear. "Say," X
arms and have made up their
bought
sys em by which the navy department confiaence
minds that persecution and killing of
among the foreigners in X he would burst out, when urged X
GENERAL BOOTH MAY DIE.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 19. Micould keep in touch with 1U ships In
BEFORE HER DEATH ENSUES THAT
X to tell of his underworld , associ- - X
two
American citizens must cease," Sena- guel Sedil'o, who has served
rtg
clt the minigter
of
the
virtually every part
globe.
X ates, "do you think I'm going to
tor Fall said.
terms in the state prison, is dying in
New York, Aug. 19. General Will
SHE IS DEMENTED
j
SIX YEAR TERM.
X squeal on a pal?"
X
He said he had information that at a hospital here as the result of a iam Booth, commander-in-chie- f
of the
MAY
DEAD
MAN
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. A sinX
When asked if he had told all X
had knife stab in the neck and a deep cut Salvation Army, who has been suffer
Bisbee, Ariz., 200 Americans
NOT BE MURDERER.
gle term of six years for presidents!
the
X
knew concerning the Rosen- - X
Petaluma, Calif., Aug. 19. Mrs. E. armed themselves and were ready to on the skull. He fought with several ing from insomnia and weakness since
ana vice presiuenis was advocated Dy;
to ly thal
!e to th dlst.rict attorney X W. Mason, wife of necretary of the cross into Mexico to protect Ameri- - companions in the Swastika saloon he was operated on in May last, for
Senator Cummins when the Works'! Denver, Colo., Aug.
cans.
X
fechepps grinned and replied:
Sunday over a cmiple of women. the removal of a cataract in his left
in the
a constitutional amend- - Prove nat. tne. bdy of the . man found
resolution . for
.
C U1U1I
discuss anything X Coalings Oil company, lay
.
.
Senator Fall declared that as Pres Three men are in the Jail here charg- - eye, continues in the same condition.
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j
mem providing lor suun a tenure was " """"""f
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We just had a nice X ccad beside their overturned automo- ident Madero had recognized the bel - pi with the crime. Thev denv that Today's bulletin issued by the physi
Drougnt Up tor consideration. The mm"" uigui, was mat oi uie mur X chat."
$ bile this morning, fatally injured, and llgerency of the insurgents by inform- they stabbed the man but others as- - cians attendants says: "General
ACarlzen on friday, X
would not be aerer or Sl6ne
proposed amendment
It is known, however, that X begged her husband to end her agony
the world that peace negotiations gel.t they are guilty. The Swastika Booth has not passed a good night,
9, the police today reluctant effective until the presidential elec
nao iaued, ne tnougnt tne Cmted saioon is near the American Lumber but his condition is not worse than it
resumed their search for furtber
later
Ten
minutes
her.
tion following its ratification by
by
5
shooting
btates snould recognize the insurg- company's plant, north of here.
was yesterday.
s
of the state legislatures. clues t0 the entity of the murderer.
death relieved her.
ents.
Whether
man
the
died
unknown
who
COMMERCE COURT STAYS,
The Masons were er route to PetaSenator Culberson opposed such a
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. With- in the Larimer street house was himluma when Mason lost control of his course.
Yaqui river and is bound ostensibly COLORADO POSTOFFICE
out the provision o abolish the com self murdered, or died of
SAFE IS DYNAMITED.
The insurrectionists
Jsew York, Aug.. 19. News that car, which veered into the ditch and
do not believe that the situation for Hermosillo.
"I
rail
are
all
jierce court, upon which the house in- gas asphyxiation, Is a mooted ques- Sam Schepps, the
overturned.
in
important
destroying
Mexico
Justifies
hv
intervention
the
witness
sisted the new legislative and ju- tion. The coroner declares asphyxiaPlatteville, Colo., Aug. 19. The safe
Mr. and Mrs. Mason were both United States." said Senator r.ilhpr. roads north of Ladura.
They have
in the Platteville postofftce was blown
& Yadicial appropriation bill was teported tion was the primary cause of death. in the Rosenthal murder case, would pinned under It. Mason could reach son.
burned four more bridges on
be here this morning and that while his horn and honked, honked, honked
to the senate todiy from its appro
Qui branch of the Southern Pacific open today by four men, who escaped
"it wnnM ho n o ft ne
,."
on the train he was given an exami- for help. When tby were released
priation committee. Senator Warren,
The appropriation of S20.000 for sub lines- making six structures destroy with $400 worth of stamps, after engaging in a pistol duel with Dr. J. F.
cimirman stated that the committee ' X ROOSEVELT CARRIES
nation by District Attorney Whitman, by farmers who heard the call of the sistence of American refueees was an. ed since the movement began.
Four sushad decided to omit the civil service X
The Southern Pacific company also Dawson, a local physician.
KANSAS EASILY. X who joined Schepps and his guard at horn, the wife was sufferine horribly, proved by the senate todav and ime
automoa
pects
from
advices
driving
dilapidated
wakes
tenure, and the commerce X Topeka, Kan., Aug. 19. Of-Washingto
to
public
served
the
Incite the hope that She beeeed her husband to shoot her
Albany,
president for annroval.
court sections to which President X flcial count of Kansas' primary X missing links In the story which anil when he. would not. clutched at
New York. Aue. 19. Advices r ton to the effect that the state depart- - bile were arrested near Platteville a
Taft objected when he vetoed the bill X today gives Roosevelt electors X Bald Jack" Rose told, implicating hi revolver He withdrew it from ceived here by the Southern Pacific ment Is informed by the Mexican au- half hour after the robbery.
X thirty-thre- e
last week.
to thirty-sevethou-Police Lieutenant Recker In the mur-- her reach, and in a few minutes she company, from the officials of its lines thorities that 1,000 federals are
Latest sporting news In the Santa
Senator Overman presented r mi- - X sand over Taft.
,n Mexico, confirm the press reports Pected at any moment to engage the
X
New Mexican. Read It.
'
Fe
force.
frcm
the
Insurrectionary
report
that Orozco's army has crossed the
nority
conamittee, XXXXXXXKXJCKXXXJI
(Continued on Pag 8.)
Mason will live.
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The Little Store

AUGUST 19, 1912.

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

F,Uih TWO

SOME AFTER NOTES OF
THE W. e. T. U. CONVENTION

ESPANOLA NOTES.

new newspaper is soon to be
launched, by the publication at Es- Ipanola of a weekly, In Spanish, called
Thirty-fivdelegates boarded tho Indians, and they were all magnificent :tne "Voz de Espanola," by V. F. L
of physical manhood. One sosa.
"baby" train of the D. & R. G. railway specimens
not suppress a
The Sosas are a Journalistic family,
filling with the lady said, she could
Monday morning,
other naseneers both coaches to the tremor of fear when the Indians rode the father having had papers in Santa
limit. It was the first experience of in with the drums beating and heard Fe, Socorro, etc., and at present at
was realistic, Mora. The son has considerable
exsome on a narrow gauge road and the the Indian war cry, it
and many expressed their gratitude perience in newspaper work, and in
curving, sidling, narrow track gave
not a tends to make the new weekly of
them a very uncertain feeling, but that it was a pantomime and
Teal war party.
gt nera! benefit to the community and
accidents
that
were
ass.ired
they
How "Mother" True was ever able the development of Rio Arriba coun- were rare on this road, that is danto take care of such a numerous par- ty. Tbe Espanola valley is one ot
gerous ones.
ty is a mystery, but she did it with the most beautiful and fertile portions
New
of
to
this
The strangers
port
such ease and graciousness as made of Xew Mexico, and bids fair to b
Mexico were deligbW with the bold
in
one feel they were welcome the scene of great improvement
every
and picturesque outlines of the cliffs and not a burden at all. She declared the next year or two. As there is no
with
M.o
Grande,
and crags along the
she enjoyed it every bit, and her pro- paper nearer than Taos, Tierra
the green fields and orchards nestling vision of 100 loaves of delicious rilla and Santa Fe, the "Voz de Espa-- ;
at their feet. We descended at Santa bread and
pounds and pounds of yel- rola" will have a good field.
Clara village and were met by Miss low
The Denver and Rio Grande rail- Jersey butter, gallons of butter
Governor Can- True and Miss
milk and sweet milk, four boiled road has agreed to furnish an excel- Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Frandido Tafoya, and
two roast turkeys, 40 dozen lent location for the new evaporator
TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
Pedro hams,
cisco Xaranjo and Santiago
adjoining
eggs, etc., etc., showed she knew well at Espanola, immediately
Baca and a number of other promi- how to take care of a
crowd, the side track, so as to facilitate ship- hungry
conand
nent citizens of this pueblo,
There has been an unfortu-Of course, she had able help in her n.ents.
ducted down to the Indian dance,
and Miss Mary Bryan, who nate delay in arranging for the erec-daughter
which bed already begun.
may
is one of the household of "Pajarito tion of the evaporator which,
cause the loss of the entire year,
The visitors were treated with ranch."
which would mean a loss of over $10,-Mrs. Katherine H. Meigs, of
every courtesy and respect possible.
!The governor had kindly given per
visitor at the 00u to tinr fruit growers of the Es-- j
Calif., was
mission for pictures to be taken by ranch, and helned in the entertain panola valley. It seems to be as hard
the visitors ad libitum. In the large ment of the guests in a cordial and t0 Set tne ope there to work
She was the Rther even for their own interests,
manner.
living room of Pedro Baca's "Casa,"
nines m oaiua
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
wraps, suitcases, etc--. were stored and "honor guest," being an old friend !Fe.
w ltn tne enormous amount
ot
a reeular rest room established, and rf "fico Tirvan qnd Mice Trilo
no I'duced in the valley, uni- All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages here every visitor
ALFALFA SEED,
presented with
At the witching hours of midnight
a niece of pottery as a souvenir. At this large family finally settled down ty of action is absolutely necessary to
great loss. There are no less
noon a delicious repast was served to rest ( ') in tne guest nouse aim prevent
..
Fe
house in
'
The only exclusive
u 'an 24 regular fruit erowers. be- .
under the green trees in the orchard two large tents, lined witn Deas, an,,
sides many having small places.
of Pedro Baca. Miss Bryan had an full in nvorflnwinpTA'hpther there
immense hamper full of good things, was much sleeping is a question, as
liiusuaiing ine increased fruit
were in- prodiuTTon here, it may be mentioned
Phone Black every one was seated and served some of the
Phone Black
that the Prince orchard shipped on
the
bountifully, and six gallons of hot tea terested in practicing
Saturday over a ton (2330 lbs.) of crab
wild-ca- t
refreshed and restored every one.
etc.
screams,
calls,
apples alone.
The afternoon was spent in witness- so they would not forget them.
W. C.
has returned to
new
At dawn, the time set for rising the BonersSchnepple
ing the dances, visiting the
store and is universally
bridegroom and wife, where the vis- and Journeying to the Puye, a gentle welcomed, He has
taken the Roberts
itors were again presented with sou- rain was drizzling down, nd heavy house for
his family until he can
Dawson Coal
venirs. Rev. LaRue and Mr. Faren clouds on the mesa indicated a too build.
accompanied the delegates to Santa heavy rain for the trip to be made in
Sawed Wood
El
Clara, going from there on foot to the time for return to the railroad at 2
Don't fail to see a Temporary Truce
Puye cliff dwellings, where they ex- p. m., so the trip was given up and
at the Elks'.
tonight
next
the
the
to
meet
at
delegates
pected
the forenoon was spent in looking
ininmorning and explain the various
the many curios and articles of
WHY IT SUCCEEDS
terest with which the True home is
teresting features.
or-- j
the
ana
con
had
Miss Bryan
Miss True
filled; wandering through
Because It's For One Thing Only, and
veyances at the Santa Clara to take ehards and lanes, and after an early
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
the delegates to their "home ranch," lunch they all boarded the "baby"
one
to
at
True
difficult
corral
the
every
was
train
a
task
station,
but
it
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Nothing can be good for everything.
and load up the visitors, and it was agreeing they had had the "time of
Doing one thing well brings suc- forsundown before they arrived at the their life," and they would never
:
Doors, Red
cess.
house" of the ranch, and dark get this outing so long as they lived,
"guest
Doan's
are
Pills
for
one
Kidney
Yard JJJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
under the The disappointment of not getting to
before they gathered
only.
thing
not
could
ruins
of
in
front
the the Puye
dampen
spreading branches
For weak or disordered kidneys,
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
home for dinner. Just as dinner was their enjoyment.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
On arriving at Santa Fe the deleready to he served with two im-their worth.
on
some
the
tne
going
mens
gates
scattered,
taoie,
turkeys gracing
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
brown and delicious, a sound of evening trains to their homes, some Fe, X. Mex.,
says: "For several
in
drums was heard and a delegation of remaining to visit a little longer
years I had trouble from my back and
Indians came riding" down the val'ey the "City of Holy Faith," but SaturIt was' hard for me to
kidneys.
road, headed by the governor. The 1u. day morning the last one vanished, work, owing to pains in my loins and
so
proand
ended
the
convention,
attired and
ians were gorgeously
a sudden movement aggravated my
When the shroud- nounced by all the "best yet."
wore
PHONE 85 MAIN.
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
Rev. La Rue and Mr. Faren were on
ing blankets were cast aside they pertoo frequent desire to void the kidney
mitted the women to examine the the train coming back, having walked secretions and the
passages were
AND
rich beading and ornamentation on in from Puye, as they had in their scanty and
Public statements
painful.
of
the
the soft deer skin garments. A num pockets the return certificates
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
given by local people who had used
ber of war donees "vere given, of the delegates, they had gotten some pic- Doan's
Kidney Pills with effect, in-- ,
LUMP
WOOD
different tribes, which are not seen tures of the Puye Tuins and will fur duced me to
I found re-- j
try them.
on
to
them
nish
the
appliCOAL
delegates
CORD WOOD
at the regular Pueblo dances, and
lief at once and after I had finished
mitito
which were exceedingly interesting, cation, and that will serve
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
the contents of one box, my back was
The state president was called for gate the disappointment of "not get- free from
pain. My kidneys are now
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
and introduced, arA. was presented ting there."
normal and I feel better in every
So
kind
so
did
many
many people
with a handsome silver souvenir ring
way."
set wilh an unusually fine turquoise. and thoughtful things for the visiting
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
to
After an hour or two's entertainment delegates that it is impossible
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
all
name
them
and
thank
personally,
to
withdrew
the Indians
the pueblo,
Xew York, sole agents for the United
one
make
take
but
every
they helped
where the Santa Clara Fiesta was
States.
still in progress.
This was an es- - home with them a warm, enthusiastic
Remember the name Doan's and
devised and appreciation of their visit.
peeial entertai'1 ment
lake no other.
And finally, Dr. Edgar L. Hewett
given by the Santa Clara Indians
Successor to
and visitors from the other pueblos succeeded in getting the rates for
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
for the delegates, as an expression their return tickets, which put the
touch" on his many
of their friendship and esteem, and "finishing
FIRST-CLAS- S
it was enjoyed and appreciated by thoughtful acts of kindness.
every one present. It formed a pic- In the resolution of thanks, the
never to be forgotten. The wide
ture
First-Class
Also
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
name
of Dr. Diaz, who furnished the
with
laden
trees,
apples
branching
and hung with lanterns, beneath the piano at the hall of representatives, Made from the formula of an
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
furnished the delightful ac- - inent German Doctor.
It will
spread tables, seats, benches, chairs
was omitted in the
the
faced
filled
companiments),
with
eager
guests:
a rheumatic and muscuiar
N.
M.
cur;
5ANTA FE,
long adobe walls of the ranch house hasty copying of the resolution He
Rw
ms n both Q,d an(J
formed a background against which
by most leading doctors
ognized
correction.
we
make
this
and
lution,
danced the
cure for Rheuma- as the
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.

the

Always the Leader

GO.

i

Bry,
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WHOLESALE

AND
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j

Red-land-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

f"

Santa

grain

WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
EVERYTHING YOU
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS
LUXURY.
A
BATH
MAKE
YOUR
TO
NEED
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
US WE WILL
BUY
YOU
FOM
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

Phone

.s

LEO HERSCH

45

Ida

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

Toro

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Screen
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WHEN

Delivered to your house.

Phone
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YOU CAN CiET THE

:
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Leave orders at

Patronize home industry.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M. JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

'

Wood

It

Its Hardware We Have

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

1

CAPITAL COAL YARD

If

14.

Why Import Mineral Water

,

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

l

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No.

For Full Information Call,

Or-
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SAWED

CERRILLOS
STEAM

SIZES.

Foster-Milbur-

n

jLEGHTl

THE STAR BARN
J.

IN

UNCLE ABE'S

RIGS.

LIVERY

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

RHEUMATISM SOAP

Em-(whi- ch

R. CREATH,

-

rich-robe-

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

WOODY'S STAGE LINE A
From

d

BARRANCA TO TAOS
North South
Bounds Trains.

LECTURE BY PROF.

t
"We have started in a small way-huTelephone II.
intend to make this school one of
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot the big things of the country," was
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Stor.
the north bound train and arrives at one of the sentences of the prelimin-L.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
ary remarks made by Dr. Edgar
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 2Dc and 60c.
ot ms lecture
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other Hewett, in the delivery
way.
fl00d Sclent Cltles ef the Tropics."
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams.
round trio. Ttimi
Prof. Hewett gave at once a most
french Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
furnished commercial men to take In
and most interesting talk,
Kew York Chop Suey 50c the
instructive
surrounding tons. Wlr E.nbude with
splendid illustrations thrown upStation.
on the screen, showing the results of
excavations made by him and his fel-

Grr.naf!8. '"I

students particularly during the
ipast year, in Central America.
Before entering upon the lecture
proper Prof. Hewett gave a brief review of the work done by the Amerilow

NEW MEXICO

O

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.
Located

in

3, 700

the beautiful Pecos
feet above sealevel,

Valley,
sunshine every day. ODen uir
work throughout thr entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen otlicere and Instructors, nil
graduates from standard Eastern eollepes.
Ten buildings,
modern iu every respect.
Repents
K. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHKA.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN V. PuE. Secretary.
V. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated

cata-

logue, address,
COL. JAS. W. W ILLSCN,

.

greatest
jtism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,

MOST INTERESTING

Meets Both

can School of Ardhaeology in Greece.
Rome and Jerusalem, and then took
up our own school here, In the men- tion of which he made use of the re- mark which opens this article.
There Is no doubt that we do not
appreciate up to its, true importance
this school which has been established here but we will in the near future
and will become enthusiastic boosters
for it, as it is bound to be one of the
biggest things on this continent and
will do more for Santa Fe than a'ny
enterprise that has yet become a part
of this city's interests. It will bring
to our city the world's scholars and
t'rose Interested even in a casual way,
with this great movement in historic

research.

desired.

POWER

Cramps in the Stomach, are all

removed by following the
HEWETTMy
directions closely that accompany
'

each

of UNCLE ABE'S

package
and in the material which it contain-wihich
both
was
ed. This lecture
teed under the Food and Drugs
scholarly and entertaining was a con- tinuation of those given during the Act.
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
summer school and which we are sure
34
35. Dept B.
No.
Bridge Plaza,
will continue to awaken a greater in- Suite and
L.ong island citv. jsew 1 oru.
Msvil
Kv
2rc
add 6c. for Postape
Price
terest from season to season until
per pkg
OHDEKS PROMPTLY FILLEDSanta Fe becomes the mecca for sum- ALL MAIL
mer tourists, and a point well known
from end to end of this land as the
most interesting from a historical
and archaeological standpoint that is
Vv'e
in existence on this continent.
have not quite come to a realization
of our vast possibilities, but we will
one of these days and the steady, intelligent work of the Hewett's, the
Wilsons and the Carrols, is going to
the agency that will bring us into our
own.
1

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button

1

is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
thefray, your
um cleaner ready
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
and full inforday and n'ghf Estimates
given.
mation cheeerfully
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JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

The sewer had to be dug up this
morning in front of the Palac hotel
in order to clean out one of the pipes
which had become stopped up.

Helping a Woman
means helping an entire family.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleeplessness unfit her for the care of her family.
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let her take

Generally

Foley
Kidney Pills

The audience last evening that assembled in representative hall, was
not as large as it should have been,
but those who did go had a great
and all these ailments
treat. The pictures brought to the
will disappear. She will
wonderful
treasures which
eye the
soon recover ber strength
have been revefcled by tihese explorand healthy activity for '
ers in this fecund field and Dr. Hew-ett'- s
Foley Kidney Pills are
running comment held the In- healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
terest of the audience closely through
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder and
every minute of the lecture, which was 'Unary Diseases that always cures.
'
delightful in both method ofdelivery For sale by all druggists.

Will clean, press, repair

SANTAFE WATER & LIGHT CO.

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

ECOMONY
GROCERY

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits. "All Goods at Right Prices"
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

13 THE MOTTO OF

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr.

Washington"" Avenue.
f Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered

and

SQUARE

DEAL TD ALL

309 San Francisco Street

NOW

IS THE TIME

to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.

specialty.

J.F.RHOADS
Galisteo Street
1)4

Telephone

157 W.

"
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SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you to wast your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at th New Mexjaiin Printing
Company.
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WIFE OF AMERICA'S MOST HATED MAN
IS QUIET, HOMEY "GRANDMA" MORGAN.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES PROFESSIONAL CARDS

question, "Who will mind the children?" need not bother you. The democratic party will have the parlors in
the Garden theater fitted up as nurs- 'eries. Three
nurses will
take care of the youngsters. And all
sorts of Wilson rattles, drums and
horns will make glad the hearts of
the little Wilsonites.
And mother need have no fear of
baby soiling his or her frock at play,
for little linen gowns and caps will be
provided for the small visitors. Should
the little ones become too unruly,
"Jack" Hammond lias consented to
amiiie them.
Many of Mrs. Haniman's society
friends wilL attend thefe meetings ia
their newest gowns. Mrs. Harriman
herself, it is whispered, 'has imported
many beautiful frocks for these occa-- '

I

OCHOOL

I

white-cappe-

SHOES i

curare3?""'
crunni
I JUIIUUL JHULO V--3

I
(HAS.

Are the Children's Feet Ready for School
School Shoes are a

sort

So shoppers may combine two
pleasures by hearing fine arguments
and seeing fine costumes.
"We are going to have a set:es of
l
teas, to which all of
our members will be invited cordial
ly, irrespective of whether we have
ever made their acquaintance,-- ' said
Mrs. Holmes, a democratic
woman
worker. "These teas will be held in
the homes of t'he various members of
our party and all expenses will be
puid by the members who give them.
"After a round of luncheons and
teas we expect to have a parade similar to the woman suffrage parade and
hope to sweep all before us.-- '
At the Bull Moose headquarters
Miss Carpenter, a suffragist, said:
"The work of organizing a woman's
section of the progressive party is going on very rapidly. We have had en
couraging reports from many parts of
the state of Mie interest of women,
ami of their willingness to combine in
this movement.
"Money is coming in and delegates
are being chosen for the New York
state convention. We hope to have at
least 150 women there."
Miss Carpenter has an idea she is
sure will appeal to women. She is
having hatpins, belt buckles and but- tons made and will sell them at low
prices. "Chinese women vote; Ameri-can women shout!" will be printed on
their face.
Miss Helen V. Russell, republican,
said the Xew York women of that
party had not planned any social activities yet, but when thev started
tllev would make the other
photo- parties

of a hobby here

FOR

Wilson-Marshal-

New York, Aug. 19 The "richest
man in America" has for his wife a
woman so quiet, so unobtrusive, that
most people have come to think, indeed, that J. Pierpont Morgan is a
widower of years and years standing.
But he is not. There is a Mrs. J.
Pierpont Morgan, and she is one of
women in the world
the
tn those who know her those few
who can be counted on less than all
the fingers of her slim hands.
Mrs. Morgan is not a woman of the
home, purely and (simply. She does
not care for formal society; she does
not care for extensive traveling; and
she does not care o meet the great
of the earth such es her famous husband, hobnobbing uith kings, cardi
nals ana luminaries, migiu present. iu
her, if she desired.
Her greatest delight, instead, is to
be immured, past all intrusion, in the
fastnesses of her house, and there to
be surrounded by ner cnimren ana
her grand children, men sne is j ist
the "mother" and "grandma" she
wished to be and not the much
man.
stared-a- t
wife of the
So fond is Mrs. Morgan of her
grandchildren that the other day she
traveled down the Hudson from her
country home on the Morgan yacht,
"Corsair III," to the New York steamship docks to see some of them off to
Europe, running a risk she has never
run before the "awful" risk of being
"snapshotted" and interviewed.
And that's when the camera man

napped the accompanying
graph.
It portrays her as she is

,

most-hate-
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it Foreman,

This has been a dull summer for the merchants of Santa Fe. We
must have money to even things up; and we propose to place on
sale for few days some of the most remarkable offerings ever
We believe the people of Santa Fe and comknown in this city.
munity now know that if we say bargains that they will find them
You will examine
You will all be surprised.
when they come.
Cost
it
is done.
these articles very carefully and wonder how

s

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(010493)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-inVigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on July 2G, 1904, made homefor E
stead entry No. 010493-7992- ,
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
NV
3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.

2

Sev-'ear-

fr

d

ad-u- p

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Interior,
at Santa Fe, N. :J.

4

2

2

4
4

2

4

.

4

no seconds

. 10c & 20c

....
.

50c & 65c

.

.

5c

.

.

74c

.

10 & 15c

5c
35c
55c
$6.50

.

.

& 2 V2 yd.

$1.25 & $1.50

4

I. 1

4

W.

A.

DR. W.

--

WME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
next door to Public Library.
of American Yeo- - Ave.,
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
men.
2 to 4 p. ai. Evenings.
Meets first FriPhone Black 47.
day of the month
at the Fireman's
Hall.
M.
A. E. P. Robinson.
David RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
Cor. Sec.
Gonzales.
AVE

DR. J.

ODD

FELLOWS,

ISO. 2, I. U. U.

t

in Odd Fellows Hall.
ers always welcome.

Visiting broth-

DIAZ,

Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 23 7 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Lodge Xo. 239, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
PHONE 233. S
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
Residence Palace Hotel.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Phone Main 68.
FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior,
U. S. Land Offlca
t Santa Fe, N.
Mex., July 23, 1912.

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your or.
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request
Notice is hereTiy given that Chas. Our styles and '.orais are strictly up
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget to data.
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
Subscribe for trie Santa Fe New
Homestead Entry No. 144SG, for Lot
NW
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts All
Sec. 3, X
SW
7; SW
Section 10, Township 1G X. Range 9 of the time and works for the
ct our new State,
E., Area 140.70 acres X. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
A little want ad costs but a few
final Homestead 3 year proof, to estabresult3
lish claim to the land above describ cents and brings wonderful
ed, before IT. S. Land Office at Santa when published in the Xew Mexican.
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of Septem Try one.
ber, 1912.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa
Fe, N. Mex., sees more people in one day than you
Pen Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., can see in a month. Try one.
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, X. Mex.,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, X. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Register. the new state.

NOTICE

Department

4

4

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

& CO.

TO
All Stations East and West
FROM

j

4

2

Gar-dun-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(04591)

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July

29. 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Vlllanueva of Galisteo, X. M., who, on
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
No. 11718 for NW
Section 14,
Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Harry C. Kinsell, TJ. S. Commr.
at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Vlllanueva, Pino Vlllanueva, Gregorlo Padia, and Jose Vlllanueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,

j

....

BRING THE CASH

T01SEID

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pecos Forest.
August 15, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Ramon
Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
on August 28, 1907, made Homestead
SW
Entry No. 11930, for S
1912.
Section 8,
NW
Section 5, N
Claimant names as witnesses:
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all intention to make five-yeproof, to
of Ildefonso, New Mexico.
establish claim to the land above deMANUEL R. OTERO,
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
Register. V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,
Society Stationery The New Mexi- 1912.
can Printing Company have on hand
Claimant names as witnesses:
and can make up promptly the latest
Ricardo Valencia, Jose Maria
forms ln society stationery. The nev
Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pesize correspondence cards, etc. Or cos, N. M.; Anlceto Gonzales, of Sanders taken for engraved and em- ta Fe, New Mex.
bossed work. Several lines to make
MANUEL R. OTERO.
our selection from.
Register.
2

We mention

2

4

4

4

1

4

4

4

regular goods

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

Notice

2

BRING

Drawn work the real Mexican goods
so cheap you will surely think we
cheated Uncle Sam out of the 65 duty.
Cost cuts no figure neither does previous selling figures. These are only a
few items.

Register.

2

SALE.

lengths

Vigil, all of

August 15, 1912.
is hereby given that David
Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
NE
SE
Entry No. 010716, for S
N
XE
SE
S
SE
S
SW
NE
NE
SW
NE
SW
NE
SW
E
SW
NW
NE
W
E
NW
XE
SE
SE
NW
Section
NW
E
SE
10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- j
tion to make three-yea- r
proof, to es- -'
tablish claim to the land above de- scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 10th day of October,

PRICES.

.
Fair grade Honeycomb Towels. 2 for
.
.
.
.
Large Huck Towels
.
.
Splendid grade linen crash
.
Fair grade cotton crash
.
Large size all pure linen towels
linen
Embroidered
towels
.
size
all
pure
Large
.
Pure linen sets dozen napkins and table cloth
A very high grade fine mercerized table cloth 2

MANUEL R. OTERO,

of the
U. S. Land Office

YOUR PURSE WE MUST HAVE THE CASH AT THESE

Good reliable Sheets our best

N. M.

Department

MONEY

Good reliable pillow cases our best

Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas- tacio Montoya, Atanacio

THE

GET

the bargains below.

2

Santa Fe,

A

M.

Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock

S

MUST HAVE THE CASH

cuts no figures in this sale, it is

i

F. W. FARMER
Homestead
No.
2879. Brotherhood

B

Wilon-Marsha-

.

E.,

cial meeting third
at
Tuesday
Hall. Visit
ing neifcuoors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

MONEY R AISING SALE

county for Wilson and Marshall," is
one of the slogans adopted by the
club. The mapority
for McDonald in the recent election,
which was the largest majority re- ceived by any candidate at the time,
was a little over COO.
An elaborate program
hos been
prepared for the "opening" event of
the club, which will be on next Fri- day night, the 23rd, and at the opera
house.
Prominent outside speakers
will be here and local unterrified
heavyweights will take part.

P. O.

Eire-man'- s

a

&

de-

meets second Tuesday each month, so-

vice-Herbe-

presidents repectively.
Clark, t'nderwood, Harmon and all
other Democrats came into the new
organization and enthusiastically en- tered into the program.
"Seven hundred uvajority in Currey

&

d

W

miM nn iirnrn

EASLEY
Chas. F. Easley,

'or

presi-year-

j

13.

refl-

holds its regular
session on the sec- HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfca.
TISE?
ond
fourth
j
and
Tell your story to
Wednesday of each
'j
2,000,000
Readers
month.
Visiting
Twelve Dollars.
brothers are invitWe will place your
advertii
ed and welcome.
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunFRA NK T. BLAXDV,
Exalted Ruler,
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeV; M. A. ME.YATT,
scriptive circular FREE.
Secretary. THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Santa Fe Camp
Taos, New Mexico.

to 6

Prices, $1.50 to $3.00

MOULTON,

EASLEY,
Chas. R. Easley,
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
gree. Ancient and Ac
Practice in the Courts and before
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free .Masonry meets on Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
the third Monday of earn month at
Santa Fe, X. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
7:,'!ft o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visitin;;
X. M.
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
S. O. CART WRIGHT. 32.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Veueralile Master.
Practice iu the District Court at
well as before the Supreme Court at
B. P. O. E.
the Slate.
Santa Fe LodgeXo. Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Prices, $1.25 to $2.50

22

D.

Attorney-at-Law- .

-

13314,

Sizes,

HARRY

P.

Santa Fe, Xew Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Conimandery
a
No1. K. T.
Regular Land Claims and Contests Specialty
conclave fourth MonMcKE A W&TCrt EETHAM,
day in eah month at
Attorney
Masonic Hall at 7:'J0
Practice in all the Courts and
. in.
fore the Interior Department.
l.y
W. 11. KENNEDY, E. C.
New Mexico.
Tao3, - E. GRIFFIX. Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of
ection Xo. 1, lltli

to 2

13

11.

Santa

consid-Morga-

Grace Duff Shaw in Beechmont Park.
A prize offered by Mrs. H. D. Xoyes,
Jr., for the best arangement of uncul-- ;
tivated wild flowers and decorative
won by Mrs. L. C. Rich-- '
weeds
aids of Residence Park. Another prize'
was won by Mrs. Lucius W. Hitch- cock. Miss Grace Tober spoke for;
the cultivation of Arnerican
wild!
roses.
Members of the New York Child- rens boclety cannot account for the
failure, after more than a week of the
parents of "Jane Doe," No. 26, to
claim her, because Jane's ready smile
and cheerful ways surely must be
missed from any home she ever bless-- j
ed. Jane Doe No. 26 cannot talk and
there was not a mark of identifica- tion anywhere about her ckrthinei
at the feast."
a policeman found her strolling!
The conductor, himself a devout
Catholic, then suggested that all kneel j ln ourttl. avenue. She is about 2
old. unusually pretty and so
s
and pray for the soul of Rimoli.
eral cars followin?, all crowded withigood tempered that the matrons say
occu the other tots will experience
a veri
Italians, were stopped and their
table
'
pants Joined those praying in the when "passing of the third floor back''
Jane is taken away.
street until fully twelve hundred men
Frank Brunette, a doorkeeper of a
and women were kneeling around the
mangled body.
"luviug picture meaier, was lined $250
S100.000 fire which started shortly,
admitting William Carelli. an un-'minor, into his theater.
before 2 o'clock this morning in a
Frank Knigiht, chauffeur who inher-- l
story loft building on the Bowery' 'ted
$58,000, said that he would
not
near the corner of Grand street, pro-vided a spectacle for tie whole East Sive up his Job. He is employed by
Side downtown. A hundred policemen a wealthy summer resident.
Dr. Frederick F. Hoyer, 91 years
had their hands full keeping back the
crowds of tenement dwellers who surg- - oid, the oldest active physician in
and panicky, from the New York state and the oldest
ed, half-claside streets and watched the son, died in Tonawanda early this
flames destroy the stocks of several morning from heart disease,
manufacturers of cheap furniture. Six One of the many small contributions
hundred men who were guests at a received by Rollo Wells, treasurer of
were the democratic national committee,
lodging ihouse just adjoining,
driven from their beds and fled to yesterday was a one dollar bill mailed
the streets with their clothing under to the Woodrow Wilson headquarters
in a heavily scented
their arms.
pink envelope.
A garden club has been formed in "From a suffragette," was the
Rochelle. It Is composed of a BcrlPt'n pinned to the bllL
hundred women and many are waiting
Ladies, attention! If you
to Join. Meetings are held every mirers of Woodrow Wilson anda'edesire
month and members
hold competl- - to show flhat fact by attending the
tlons and listen to talks on flower gar- meetings Mrs. Borden Harriman
and
dens. The last meeting was held Mon- - her associates will hold
every Tuesday afternoon at the house of Mrs.day noon in the Garden theater, the
-

V.

OR LACE

N

Sizes, 8 to 12
Prices, $1.15 to $2.00

o

,un

to 2
Sizes,
Prices, $1,50 to $2.50

Sizes, 2& to 6
Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

B0YS-BUT0-

p.
A. WHEELON,

'id&l

IS!

Prices, $1.00 to $2,00

SHOES FOR

17-1-

,iw"i,w

our

in

Sizes, 8J4 to 1 1
Prices, $1.25 to $2.25

to 8

5

1 1 V--

Clovis, X. M., Aug. 17. At a big
mass meeting of Clovis and Cnrrv
county democrats held at the court
house last night, the Woodrow Wilson
campaign club passed out of existence
and in its stead was born with
erable pomp and ceremony, the "Wil-ce- s
Democratic club," with
State Senator T. J. Mahry the
s
dent of the new organization, W. W.
White, secretary; W. B. Cramer,
treasurer, and H. L. Studevant and
John McMinn first and second

Letter

New York, Aug. 19. Twelve hundred Italians, who had just left a midnight open air celebration of the feast
of the Assumption in the upper Bronx,
knelt in the street at 1 o'clock this
morning around the body of Frank
Rimoli, one of their leaders, wiho lay
decapitated under a Jerome avenue
street car. Rimoli was knocked off
the car by an "L" pillar, and fell under the wheels.
The conductor of the car had told
his passengers that the accident was
due to the fact that Rimoli had jump'
ed on board from the wrong side in
an effort to avoid paying his fare.
"That is true," one of Rimoli's
friends said. "He had put every cent
the possessed Into the collection plate

we're right

EXCELLS

NOBODY

class.

Sizes,

CAMPAIGN CLUB
AT CLOVIS

d

sensitive to a
all notoriety and public life.
Indeed, Mrs. Morgan is of so nervous a temperament that she could
not endure an active social life, were
she so inclined. She is never robustly
well, even when she remains in the
deepest seclusion.
Before her marriage to Pierpont
Mrs. Morgan was Miss Fran- Louise Tracey of New York. The
marriage occurred in 1SC5, three
after the death of Morgan's
first wife.
Four children resulted from the
union. The eldest. Louisa, married
L. Satterlee in 1900 and they
have two babies. Mabel and Eleanor,
The second child is J. P. Morgan,
Jr., who was born in 18G7. He mar- ried Jane Norton Grew in 1S90 and
hag four children Junius, Jant, Fran- ces and Henry.
Juliet Morgan wag the third child.
of the elder Morgans and was born in
1870. She is the wife of Wm. Pierson
and has five children,
Hamilton
Helen, Pierpont, Laurens, Alexander
and Elizabeth.
Anne Morgan, the famous spinster
daughter of the Morgans, was the last
child. She was born in 1S73 and in- herits more of her father's character-- j
She is fear- igtics than the others.
less, Independent and loves to be always in the press of things.

AkwrroRK

comes to Shoeing Children

j

a trail,
finely-brecreature,
degree and ebhorent of

highly-strun-

OR

SHOES FOR GIRLS

!

MORGAN.

"

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
communiRegular
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
cation first Monday
Rooms
of each month tit
Capitt.1 v?ity Hank Building,
I lull
at
Masonic
Santa Fe, New Mexico
7:30.
Assistant
District
Attorney, Firs!
ALAX R. MfCORD, W. M.
District.
Judicial
I.
J.INXEV, Secretary.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Santa Fc Chapter No
and CounjellD.- - at
Attorney
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Practice iu all the District Court
second
convocation
and gives special attention to case
.Monday of each month
before the State Suprume Court.
at Masonic Hall at Oliice:
Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7:110
in.

AUTlirn SELiri.MAX,
Seer tary.

RIGHT!
the feet in a correct, comfortable position. Just
right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !

WHEN

Loilfie

No. 1, A. V. & A. M.

CHAS.

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
Just right in shape to hold

BOYS

.Montezuma

La.

?

sions.

SNAPSHOT OF MRS. J. PIERPONT

T

ATTORNEYS ATLAW.

MASONIC.

Register.

Stations on the Denver
IN

& Rio

Grande

EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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WILLIAM FARAH

MONDAY,

EMIL MlttrURDOT

GRAND

THE

AUGUST 19, 1912.

A BEAUTIFUL CEREMONY

CIRCUIT

HELD BY LADIES OF THE D. A. R.

Capital Bar

RACES WILL

The Daughters of the American Kearny day; that this chapter annu
Revolution belonging to the Stephen' ally hold a meeting on that day, with
W. Kearny Chapter of Santa Fe, held appropriate- ceremonies, and that on
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
a meeting Sunday afternoon, Aug. 11 each recurring anniversary, we place
kill
Beer
will
your
Lemp's
to take action on tihe death of Mrs. a wreath of fresh flowers on the por
thirst!
realized that the Washington infield
Manager Says Senators Have the
Bascome, who was a daughter of trait of General Kearny, as a tribute
A Ulass of California Wine will
Goods, and Tells How He Has
must be reconstructed. I had one real
This was the first of our admiration and respect.
General Kearny.
"Basement
to
Champions"
Brought
put blood in your veins
In accordance with the resolutions
star infielder George HcBride,
held in the Chapters
meeting
regular
Within Reach of the Pennant.
TIME
IN HISTORY OF
FOR FIRST
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
build around.
new room, which is located in the the simple yet beautiful ceremony
Why is Washington?
will make you forget your
I decided that Morgan, a third base
Sena block, and which they wish to v.as carried out yesterday at the Old
COMWILL
BIG SPORT PONIES
This question is perplexing base
troubles !
would not do at that position,
be considered the headquarters, for Palace, the members of the D. A. R.
man,
ball fans the country over.
D. A. R. of New Mexico,
Eddie
being present, and a few guests.
so I shifted him to second.
the
IN
BIG
STAID
PETE
FOR
PURSES
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
Picked to win the basement chamThe hour, the event which was "ba star at short, was sent to
This room presents a very dignified
Foster,
pionship, with an autside chance to
COMMUNITY
have justiand attractive, though old fashioned eing commemorated, the simplicity of
third.
These
youngsters
finish seventh, the Nationals loom up
fied my confidence, and it not stars
straight the brief ceremony all were in perfect
appearance, with its simple,
,MP?nTnMDp,T.C
'
as a strong pennant contender.
an
keeping, and were" intended to recall
backed
its
chairs
near
the
mahogany
in
future.
be
will
today,
"The showing of the Washington
years ago when
book case, which speaks of the days that day sixty-siFirst base loomed as the one big 255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W FORTY THOUSAND
club is a mistake."
which has been General Stephen W. Kearny entered
oi the revolution,
six
first
the
for
problem. Washington
"The team is traveling away above
loaned to the chapter by Governor W. & the sunset hour, raised the Stars
weeks looked no better than a second
its speed."
are cups and Stripes over the Old Palace, proIN
DOLLARS
PURSES T. Thornton. On its shelves
division club to me. I figured a good
"The club will take the ascension
old
of
the
and
saucers
and
will
be
Sentember
design claimed this henceforth, American terplates
thev
leading
first base man would round it out.
that has been predicted."
owner
and glasses bearing the insignia of ritory and listened to the thunder of
I
Dreyfus,
said
when
was
I
league,"
Barney
Folks
crazy
exa
thought
These are few of the opinions
'..
'the D. A. R., the spinning wheel and the saluting gun from old Fort Marcy,
'
Salem N H Aug. 19.. For
paid $10,000 for 'Chick-- Gandil, but of the team today.
pressed by fandom, ever since the
nax.
closing as unaffected and sincerely
at
a
sec
from
Nationals
he changed the
"We have 24 straight games
club startled the baseball world by
fi.gt time in the hjstovy 0f the grand
simple a ceremony as was that yeswill
The
monthly
meeting
conregular
ond division club into a pennant
home, while the Giants are on the cjrcujt- meet will be held in New hereafter take
winning 17 straight games, 1G on forMonon
terday by the ladies of the D. A. R.
first
the
place
tender. Gandil now is the best first road. We have the best chance to Hampshire, beginning tomorrow at
eign grounds.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, state regent
base man in the American league, if win the pennant, and we will win it R0Ckjnhan, Park and lasting five day of each month, at three o'clock for Che New Mexico
The Washington club is NOT a
in
Society read a
The
the
members
of
afternoon.
not
are
the majors.
mistake. It is not going to capture
in spite of the fact that two teams
be held in con. the
The races
dayg
brie address and placed over the por- were
to
meet
chapter
requested
its usual honor, the cellar championAnother reason for Washington's leading us now. The New York team ;nection wjtn the Rockinham fair and Sunday
afternoon, August IS, at four trait of the veteran soldier a beauti
ship. It is not going to blow. The
rise is the catching department. John looks different from the club that the purses wm amoont to $42.70n.
The address
o'clock at the Historical Society's ful wreath of flowers.
seano
tne
have
Nationals are a
in
Ainsmith
ball
made the great
Henry and Eddio
early
The fPature 0f the race for tomor- rooms to decorate the portrait of of Mrs. Prince was as follows:
.
.
.. spurt
i
i
a
club, playing ball that wins, and are
son.
for 2:05 General Kearny, as set forth in the
Their pitcners ere not hujuuib
"In the name of the Daughters of
superiors, while Al Williams is
w, will be "the bub"
going to have a whole lot to say as to
mighty
good extra, receiver. Of up. The umpires helped them to a c'ass pacers, for a purse of $3,000, in following resolution:
the American Revolution,
of Xew
wnat American league teams shall
course Johnson is the star of the number of games recently. The Cub which ore entered Branham Bough-- I
Resolution on the deatih of Mrs. Mexico, I place this wreath on the
Bob
Tom
our
but
while
play in the world's series.
Groome,
pitching staff,
pitchers are not going good,
man, the largest money winner pacer Bascome introduced by Mrs. L. B. portrait of General Stephen W. KearCritics say that with the exception
Hughes, Carl Cashion, Jim Yaughan pitchers are in good shape."
whom our first chapter in this
oi jaii. re.e., n.c
CLARKE UKIFI'ITH.
Princei state regent of the D. A. R. of ny, for
of Walter Johnson, Washington has
and Barney Pelty are pretty fair
state is named.
Jim Logan, from Califor- - Xgw Mexico.
Mich.;
dee,
no stars; that a team with only one er and Jackson are the only men who pitchers.
"Sixty-siyears ago, this day, and
the stable of Ed. whereas, the sad information has
nia; Akar.-frostar has no chance to win a pennant. class with him, and Cobb is really AVhy is Washington? Because it is
at
this hour, he entered the capital of
well known
five
other
and
Geers,
come
to us of the death of
recently
I dispute the
a
statement the only one who outstyles him.
ball club; a team that has
horses.
Mrs. Ellen Kearny Bascome of St. Xew Mexico, and took possession of
that Johnson is the only star on the
Dan Moeller is a mighty near star, confidence in its ability, that is always
stake
Granite"
for many years state regent of this ancient province as a part of the
Louis,
On
Wednesday,
team.
while Howard Shanks, while not a willing to take a chance; a team that
United States. His promises of equal
de- - the D. A. R. of Missouri, and
LEAGUE.
NATIONAL
be
will
$5,000,
for 2:20 trotters,
Who will deny that Clyde Milan is
great hitter, is a brilliant outfielder. never quits until the last man is rerights and of protection have been
Pet.
Lost
all
Won
for
free
Mrs.
was
Bascome
whereas,
espe- fulfilled
posited with the $3,000
apt, a great outfielder? Cobb, Speak- Prior to the start of the season, I tired.
twoand the
31
.708 trotting championship
cialiy endeare.d to the D. A. R. of that of through all these years, and
"3
New York
self government has at last
- New
of
$11,
the
SS
division
.652
71
Mexico, not only as the head of
year-oltrotting
Chicago
our patriotic organization in a neigh- - found its fruition in the recent, estab.CO" ooo American horse
42
breeder
stake,
65
lishment of statehood.
ed out. One run.
ers, looked over what they offered and Pittsburg
491 Baden, winner of two $10,000 stakes, boring state, but as the daughter of
55
53
"It is appropriate that this cere- - '
Meyers and Graham smashed out a pair of hits, one a Philadelphia
Albuquerque:
enis
the
46S
59
32
, the'grand circuit this season,
great general for whom this mony should
Cincinnati
take place in this ancient
struck out. Harris out, third to first.; double. He would have had another St.
a
61
50
.450 tpr(i(j jn the 2:10 trot against
Ixiuis
.chapter is named, and in appreciation Palace, where he was
if there had been a slower man in
No runs.
first received on
ot ner visit to this city, and the pre- 71
355
39
field.
Brooklyn
strong
his arrival where the American flag
Third Inning, Santa Fe: Koch fan- center than Speaker.
to- - sentation
will
7S
this
trot
of
30
all
the
through
bring
chapter
.27S; The free for
was first raised in token of
McDermott hit fairly, but he showed Boston
ned. Clancy took first on error by
An- - portrait of her distinguished
father, ty and where he exercised sovereignigether Billy Burke, Colorado E,
third. Stanton doubled. Closson out only in the outfield, which is not his
authority
General
Kearny, to the Historical So- as the first
vil. Gay Audubon and others.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
American governor
of
pitcher to first. Berardinelli reached job. He did not look as good as Vitt
three-year- of New Mexico for perpetual
ciety
the
WHITE SOX BEAT THE PRISONhave
will
Lost
Pct.
Won
Thursday
Xew Mexico."
first on left fielder Armijo's muff of i;i left field, but he was converted in
exhibition.
American
of
the
.6SS!old
division
ERS' TEAM.
trotting
77
his fly, Clancy and Stanton scoring, j to an outer gardener pretty suddenly. Boston
holding in her hand a bunch
Vil horse breeders $11,000 stake, the 2:12 Rsolved. That the members of the of Then
Yesterday afternoon at the peniten- Dunbaugh out, third to first. Two runs. Veach, the outfielder received from Washington
44
69
white pansies, she added:
with
trot
2:12
and
Watts
Stephen
for
of
White
$2,500
.
tiary grounds the invincible
Kearny
44
604 pace
Chapter
67
"In remembrance of the daughter
Albuquerque: Safford retired Armi-jo- Indianapolis in the trade for O'Leary Philadelphia
Sfix kept their winning streak unhorses for entries. Oji Firday Santa Fe, desire to place on record of this
:11011s
53
50
Means and Kunz in order. No and Casey, is reputed to be a sensa- Chicago
distinguished general, who has
are
this
of
scucuuicu
broken by beating he fast prisoners' runs.
there
their affection for
expression
.47S and Saturday
tional man, and will no doubt give Detroit
60
53
lately been called to her last home,
and a Mrs. Bascome, and of deep
team by the
for
purses
races
$1,010
score of 14 to
at
some
61
51
.
of
regret
455
remade
an
the
fielders
eight
awful
Cleveland
Santa
Neis
Fourth Inning,
Fe:
she, who made this ceremony possible,
driv- her death.
. Jim Lynch, the prisoner
3S
345 trotting free for all for amateur
New York
pitcher, struck out. Safford out, pitcher to run.
by her loving thought, both of her
broke his wrist while pitching a curve first. Moore out on pop fly
$600.
for
ers
Resolved
But that there is little doubt that St. Louis
.321
. . .36
.
further, That August IS father and of this chapter, I lay these
to pitchin the fifth inning, although he was er. Xo runs.
the policy of paying the extra coin for
... the day on which General Kearny en- - pansies for
which are the
hit hard in the few innings he pitchKnabe's place Fobel says there win tf,re(I ganta F the capUa, Qf tnU emblem of thoughts
McDonald out, pitch immediate delivery on the youngsters
Albuquerque:
WESTERN LEAGUE.
remembrance, in front of
be no trade.
ed, he kept the hits well scattered, er to first. Mardorf fouled out to and taking them out in the big league
slate, and the American flag was for this portrait, and beside her
name, as
but after his accident his successor catcher. Hutchinson
the first time raised over the Palace, B silent token of
Won Lost Pet.
singled. Mey-- . is the one that will pay. Jennings
aflWti
thp
UP.
SIGN
THEY
ue
was pounded all over the lot by the era fanned. No runs.
hknown and celebrated hereafter
can tell more about a man by seeing Denver
51
69
. 575
"White Sox heavy batters. Johnny
Chicago", Aug. 19. Steve Ketcneu the D. A. R. of New Mexico
as by this chapter."
Fifth Inning, Santa Fe: Koch out, him work one day in fast company Omaha
5
.550
66
Battling
veteran,
Marez, the White Sox crack pitcher, pitoher to first. Clancy doubled. Stan-- than he can by watching him during St. Joseph
!U7 and that fighting
...64
fifteen-roun.
Xelson. will clash in a
was in splendid
form yesterday, ton struck out. Closson out, pitcher the entire spring season in the south. Des Moines
61
56
v.
T ohni- - Hnv.
-t
,
Tjirt
All the men are in condition, and Sioux
go at St. josepu, :uu.,
striking out eleven batters, and hold- to first. No runs.
58
60
City
of
manager
he can give them the final test right Lincoln
ney Litchtenstein,
ing down the prisoners to four hits.
61
57
Graham's liner was
Albuquerque:
says the men signed yesterday
J. Ortiz was behind the bat for the ' too hot for Safford and he reached off the reel. The team opens in New Wichita
64
56
the boys will fight at cateh-- '
and
that
0,l
White Sox and caught a masterly first in safety. Graham out, stealing, lork today, and with a little pitching Topeka
41
77
Ketchell will start training
almost
weights.
of
kind
a bunch can beat
any
game. The batting of Berardinelli catcher to second.
Harris out to
T- i
East Bourne, Eng., Aug. 19. Cap. immediately for the bout.
and. Duran for the White Sox also center. Armijo struck out. No runs. Wolverton's college aggregation. The
ciiusn coin ot tne value of
tain Hicks Murray, of the Gordon $160, indicating that
WANTS TO FIGHT.
Sixth Inning, Santa Fe: Berardinelli other teams are tough ones to beat,
featured.
poverty was not
Larry McLean, tine giant backstop- Highlanders, last nieht shot and kill- the cause of the tragedy, and it is
The White Sox have this season out, second to first. Dunbaugh out, but even if Jennings pits an organizaaspira- ed his wife's sister, her two children believed that
tion composed
almost
of the Cincinnati Reds, has
Captain Murray was
NATIONAL.
entirely of
played thirteen games, have won pitcher to first. Neis fanned. Xo
Class C players which he is far
a prizefighter, and he says an(j a servant, wounded his wife, set insane.
as
tions
Besides bis body, when it
twelve and lost only one, or a per- runs.
at
Chicago.
Philadelphia
season
to
flre
the house here in which the was found, was a pistol and a can of
iiom doing against the best of the
that after the major league
cent of .12. Next Sunday they will
Xew York at St. Louis.
Albuquerque: Mearns
struck out.
and then killed petroleum.
i3 over he is going to train and try tragedy occurred,
winning or losing does not con
Boston at Cincinnati.
play the Las Vegas team at the Kunz out, third to first. McDonald league,
Mc
himself with the pistol he had used
to arrange a bout with Al Palzer.
After the crime had been commitMeadow City, and Sunday, Septem- walked, but was out, short to second, cern him. Xext season is the time to
at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn
Iean is in good condition now at 237 upoll tne otners The affair was given ted the house in which Captain Murber 1st, the Las Vegas team will play on Mardof's fielder choice. Xo runs. count the results of the present trip.
an air of sensational mystery by the ray resided- was
pounds.
Seventh Inning, Santa Fe: Safford
a return game here. Although
AMERICAN.
the
mysteriously burned
fact that Capt. Mu'ray, representing to the ground. His wife, who had sucARTHA.
LIL'
ABOUT
ANOTHER
PITCHER
Las Vegas Maroons have disbanded, fanned. Moore popped out to catch
St. Louis at Xew York.
There is one and only one way to himself as Richmon Charles Mackie, ceeded in escaping, was found later
Chicago. Aug. 19. Pitcher Grover
the Romero team has a few of the er. Koch singled. Koch out, stealing,
Detroit at Boston.
a fighter out of the ring. He an American, had taken the house wandering about the streets In her
Laudermilk
has
keep
been
former Maroon playe-rsand other fast catcher to second.
at
Chicago
Philadelphia.
Clancy left at 41,
- .
.
, . purchased
. by
he has retired, but 'tis false, two months ago, and in it installed night dress, screaming for her chilri,i
say
me i.uii-igjmay
Meadow City players, making a com- bat. Xo runs.
Hiiunai league baseball
Cleveland at Washington.
one way is to secure a large his wife, her sister and the latter's dren. Five bodies were found in the
And
that
club
from
the Louiille club for im-- j
bination hard to beat, but the White
out by
Albuquerque: Hutchinson
of
lead pipe and go out and children.
section
ruins of the Murray home and of
mediate delivery. Pitcher Fred Toney,
Sox will practice all this week and Moore's beautiful pick-uand throw
of the household, the only survivor these two have not been identified.
work on said fighter. All of which is
was
to
sent
jwho
to
next
bacon
Louisville
home
the
expect
last
bring
to first. Meyers
Olii- out, after third
js jrrs. Murray, who was found wan- inspired by the quakings from
Captain Murray left a letter in
under an optional agreement,
Sunday.
to the effect tnat dering in the vicinity suffering from a which he said:
strike, catcher to first. Graham reach- spring,
which
quake
cago,
AMERICAN.
has
been
recalled. It was originally
ed first on error by second. Harris
was sup severe wound and Unable or unwill- Washington-Clevelan"I am hopelessly ruined and have
post - (John Artha Johnson, who
game
took first, hit by pitched ball. Armijo intended that Toney was to finish the
posed to be cutting the grass ana ing to explain the circumstances of for this reason killed all those deSANTA FE ELKS
poned.
season
at
Louisville,
but President
gave the game to Santa Fe by strikplaying golf, is going to return to the tragedy. In a silver vase found pendent upon me. I should like all of
Grayson of that club is letting Toney
WIN 3 TO 1 ing out. Xo runs.
In an interview at Chicago, in the vestibule of the house when us to be buried in one
- the ring.
York-St- .
Xew
Louis
postpongame
now
go
in return for Pitcher
.
grave. God
a day or so ago, he starts the flre had been
out
DUST FROM THE DIAMOND.
given
rain.
ed,
extinguished was fnrcive mp"
,bv saying that all the talk about his
Chief Rooter Tom Doran pitched
(By William H. Wetzel.)
The baseball team of Santa Fe fourteen innings from the grandstand.
At Philadelphia. Philadeflphia - Chi - 1,einS a deceased one is but fluff and
COMCKEY'S VIEW.
J. Porter Jones wrenched a tendon
Twn winds Up With this blow: "I don t
rain
Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., made tip
cago game postponed,
sleep a delight; which is good testiSays Charley Comiskey:
"I have games tomorrow.
for last Sunday's defeat here at the in the third and left the game. We
jiuind admitting that. I expect to cloee
mony for Inspector Frawley is not
often
a
in
a deal with a Xew York club
day
thought that the Detroit team
hands of the team from Albuquerque won, notwithstanding his absence.
one of the sleepy kind, but a hustler
was
a slugging team because of
Howard Moore mistook a Pullman
R. .H. E. or two. I ll start my road work ngnt
At Boston
Lodge No. 461 by taking the scalps of
at his work.
the latter team at Albuquerque yester- for a day coach. The conductor put Cobb's presence on it. And there are Boston
4 S 2 away and I will soon be in condition.
Mr. Burke has been chosen secremoments
condi
I
more
when
one
knows
about
F.
T.
believe
my
iXo
him
wonwise.
that the
Frawley, postoffice inspector
3
9 3
Detroit
day to the tune of 3 to 1.
of the progressive state central
tary
me
derful
do.
I
If
of
but
for our good,
Tris Snea ker ta ro.
hitting
they'll give
badgered Uncle Sam,
Adolph Fischer managed to escape
Bedient and Carrigan; Willett and tion than
Features of the game were the
committee and has entered upon his
will
a way for the hitting of
in
Jeannette
to
on
came
I
Fe
in
to
his
Santa
sponsible
dheck
fight
life
money
with
from
"Indians''
enough
the
Friday
pitching of Safford, who held them
some of the fellows on the Boston Stanage.
and Palzer in the same night.'' Bettei Edmund C. Burke out of the postof-jniak- e duties with his usual enthusiasm and
down in the tight places, Clancy's bat- the rooter's section.
efficiency.
club.
the "money enough-- ' include in-- 'flee and check John Pflueger in.
Sena
will
Jose
a
set
up Spanish sup
NATIONAL,
ting, and Moore's clever fielding and
-Postmaster Pflueger will retain the
iterment
for
"These
the
fellows
team.
expenses, Jack.
act
as
makper
was
in
The
conducted
pace
E.
R.
St.
Louis
H.
At
operation
Hutchinson
at
short.
pitchthrowing
office force.
The inability of the Santa Fe rail- ers: Cobb goes out there and smacks St. Louis
2 7 3
good order and the change of officials present
ed a good game for Albuquerque and
to
the
ball.
He
make
an
rate
excursion
received
way
the
took
kept
Mr.
and
cheers
1
7
Xew York
fielded his position in fine shape. The
5
place Saturday.
Frawley
the mass of the rooters at home, but the plaudits of the fans. The other
1
I
paid Mr. Burke a very high compli
Sallee and Wingo; Crandall and
playing of the local team was a defellows
who
on
were
those
team
there
the
didtheir duty.
see and hear this. Ayres.
ment, saying that his accounts and Mr.
cided improvement upon that in the
What's the first question? 'Well, if
Frawley's checked up to a cent which
game last Sunday.
4 Horse Power
TIGERS TRY OUT NEW HANDS.
he can do that why can't I?' That's
lis an unusual thing even in offices
no game, wet
Philadelphia-Chicago- ,
The game went seven innings and
Detroit News, commenting
on what every good ball player asks himThe
which
are
in
first
PRICE,
condition
class
$165.00
and
was umpired by Ed Hale of Albunoon today the chamber of com- - conducted
the policy of Manager Jennings in self. The question s a remarkable grounds.
most competent officials.
by
With
BrookAt
Magneto. .
Imported
1;
Pittsburg
querque.
nierce held its regular Monday dinner
a high price for Johnny Corri-deone. It's a fact in every other busi- i n u.Pittsburg
a doubt with trouble
came caned ott in second. at the Palace hotel. About twenty of There is nearly always a variance of AiMotorCycleleftwithout
As this makes a game apiece the tie paying
at
the
factory.
of the Kansas City club, has this ness so why not in baseball?"
a few dollars or a few cents. The inRa'n.
will probably be played off in Albu- to
Snnta Fp'a hnnaterR wnrA nresent. to
say:
declared tfoat he knew Mr.
- spector
and
means
querque on Labor day, thaugh no
discuss
of
the
permaways
Jennings, trailing his kid band
Burke had made a good postmaster,
Cincinnati-Boston,
STALLINGS AGAIN.
wet jlent improvement for the city,
definite arrangements have been made.
postponed,
the east, is trying rather to
because with the office record he has
Buffalo, XT. Y., Aug. 19. George grounds.
And last but not least, all credit through
Among the speakers- were former made, efficient results must follow in
find out what he has than to win
of the Bisons of
Stallings,
must be given to the members of No. games or a
manager
Governor
and
H.
H.
Dorman
Prince,
higher place in the Ameriother directions as well.
MAY BE KNABE.
461 for the splendid reception they
league, will be man- Samuel G. Cartwright who discussed
can league. This year is shot to the International
Mr. Frawley was greatly pleased
of the Boston Nationals next
extended to the Santa Fe boys. They
of
need
19.
Otto
the
jager
civic
the
F.
center,
planting,
Philadelphia, Aug.
pieces and like a wise general, the
San Pedro road and other matters with Santa Fe and declared that he
surely are "there" in that respect, as freckled winner of three pennants is year. He has arranged terms with Knabe, the brainworker of the Phii-bh- e
President Gaffney of the Boston club lies' irfield, will become manager of jiertaining to the welfare and upbuild-th- would be only too glad to be here
all who were there can testify, espeLIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
preparing for his next campaign.
cially those who partook of the lunch
Cincinnati Reds if President ing of the Capital City. The dinner some future time. He said that the
The Detroit box scores look but lit- and will have full and complete
PASH
BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
and
were
that he found
which they provided.
perfect
presided over by Judge John R. nights
Fogel will give his consent to a trade,
tle more like those of early in the charge of the club for 1913.
THE GAME BY INNINGS.
has
been
Col.
an
to
of
anxious
Max
official
Stallings
get
Fleischman,
jMcFie.
year than did the memorable team of
back into the big league ever since he the Cincinnati club, came to Philadel-First Inning Santa Fe: Moore struck boys that wore the
Mr. Dorman devoted most of his
Tiger uniform for was
out. Koch out by pitcher unassisted. one afternoon
to city planning and city
of
Hal
two
disposed
''arks
Chase
with
and
conferred
by
Saturday
during the strike at
Clancy doubled. Stanton out, pitcher Philadelphia.
Fogel in an attempt to ar--! tifying, applying his words especially
To Louden and Vitt the years ago. He and Gaffney are very
to first. No runs.
warm friends. Gaffuey learned to ad- range some sort of a deal by which l" the wonderful opportunity in Santa
fans have become accustomed,
but
Fe for a distinctive architecture and
Kunz singled, stole Onslow, Deal, McDermott
Albuquerque:
and the mire him when Stallings was mana- Knabe can be obtained for the Reds. a
system of public streets which would
Domestic Wines, Liquors
and on Dunbaugh's high other youngsters that Jennings will ger of fhe New York Americans, suc- It is said that the Quaker second Fine Imported
second,
throw over second and Stanton's re- soon inject into the lineup are still a ceeding Clark Griffith, who went to sacker would be put in charge ot the 6reatly enhance the wonderful scenic
Cincinnati.
turn to third, scored Albuquerque's little strange.
team immediately if the deal could Possibilities of the oldest city in the
Stallings took a tail-enStates. The members were
f
only tally. McDonald walked.
Deal, awkward looking, yet clever club in Cleveland and made it finish be put through.
and Hutchinson struck out. Mc- in the field, will have a hard row to third.
Cincinnati, through President Herr- enthusiastic and the spirit of
tlon and
town boosting was greatly
Donald out by catcher between third hoe. Corriden is a man of much more
mann, has made an offer of three
augmented.
end home, Meyers being left at bat. experience than the young South
out
infielder
and
BORTON TO CHICAGO.
players a pitcher,
One run.
Michigan recruit, and comes with a
St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 19. Baker fielder for Knabe. The Reds would
Second Inning, Santa Fe: Closson fine reputation as a hitter. But the Borton, star first baseman for the St. give the Quaker a "atelier, too, if the,yi
singled and took second on bad throw big show is the test, and it will be Joseph Western league team, has could obtain the man they think can
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
up to that expensive fielder to display-mor- been ordered to report to the Chicago give a winning team to Cincinnati.
b catcher. Berardinelli walked.
DISCHARGES
ability than the clumsy-cleve- r
Americans August 23. Comiskey has
singled. Neis safe on first on
BELIEVED IN
Egan, second baseman; Mitchell,
refused to allow Borton to remain to outfielder, and Fromme or Benton,
attempted sacrifice and error by first, tihird sacker.
HOURS
Onslow is a pretty unpolished pro- complete the season for fear he will pitchers, would willing'y be handed
scoring Closson. Safford struck out.
Each Cap- Mo6re made a weak infield hit which duct as he stands now. He is flashy be drafted by some other club.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
to the Phillies by Cincinnati for
'
sule bears (MIDY)
Knabe's place Fogel says there will
stopped a few feet from the plate, en- and fairly steady on first, but slow
i
natne-vthe
Family Trade Supplied.
out for Sweeney, the slugging second-sacke- r
DREYFUS CONFIDENT.
abling catcher to make a double play en the paths. He learned a lot in the
Beware cf counterfeit
SANTA FE, N. M.
Unless
Braves.
of
Boston
the
19.
"When
259
San
Francisco
St.
unassisted, Berardinelli being forced few days he was on hand, for on Sun-Pa.,
Aug.
Pittsburg,
ALL DRUGGISTS
out at home, and Moore being touch flay he waited out the Boston pitch- - the Pirates take the road again Jn the Quakers get Sweeney to take
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

&

PERSONALS

CO.!

Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
6. LAUGHLIN, President

H.

W. E. GRIFFIN

If

Established

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
F

1855

Incorporated

190

now
19x45 "
Bath Towels, 18x36 "

"

" 2440 "
ExtraHeavy,2445 "
"
" 28x52 "
"
Bath Mats

IN

"
"
"
"
"

"

OCT

"

1.27,
1.49,
1.89,
1.75,

"

"
"

Fringed "
"
"

"

.99,
1.59,

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Regular Values
Now For Only

...

1.50
1.75

2.00
2.15

1.50

ill

ce

$10.00

$12.00

$1.99

$1.99

$1.99

$1.99
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Eleanor Hope Johnson,
of
a frequent visitor in the
ft city, left yesterday for
Wagon
4 Mound to visit Mr. and Mrs Percy

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a t
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some jlj
of the best residence property in the city. See u
k
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

OWATSON&Ca
19 San

morning to meet ..liss Rushworth,
Hiss Boyle, Miss Barton, Jack Collins and Regie Viveash, who have
been over at the Viveash ranch on
the Pecos.
Colonel W. M. Berger the prominent, newsnaoer 111:1 tl nf Ttolnn fnmr.
up from his iliome to be in the Capital
:
City for a few days. The Colonel
ports everything in fine shape down
his way. while in town he will be at
the European hotel.

fMiss

TO LOAN

1

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

01 .ev 1 ui i, who nave a
oottle ranch a few miles from that
place. It is expected that Miss John-J- J
son will return with Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson to visit Santa Fe during the
month of September.
County School Superintendent John
Conway is today visiting the La
Oienega school district. Tomorrow
morning Mr. and Mrs. Conway will
leave for the northern school districts
K and will be absent three days,
fi!
R. P. Ervien, land
commissioner,
ft left yesterday on a business trip
through the northeast portion of the

utu nnun,

-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

.

Next Door to Postoffice.

Returns

THE DAY IN CONGRESS
SENATE.

--

"( " Ked aii.i .aid iimaLiAV
boxe. sealed with Hliic Ril)l.on. V
liny of your v
i 3 Imbm no other,
Aslorl'lli.-iKK.TRR"iawimi i:ka.m Hii.i.. f r i.?

TV,y3

X ""r.lu
known as Bevt, safest.
years

H. S. KAUNE

Always lielianlo

!

Telephone 9 W,
Face Is Often Kis Fortune
at Least His Capital I

A Mail's

Where Do You Oet Shaved ?
IS THE BEST PLACE
East of the Plaza.

There is Big Money for the

j

jN

APRIPflK
...
ni ...WWIW

.

THE

BUTTERICK

PUBLISHING

Butterick Building, New York.

EXPRESS LINE.
CO.,

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders

at Butt

Bros.

j Only

90c Each

'

V

BUY NOW
N

Go Like Hot Cakes
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM

Dm; Store

lZ

Legislative,

man

fioniF
UUL

m

of

great variety

UUI.IUIIIII

.....

V

v

.

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.
Special Sale on all Ingrain Deiton Carpets!

A

UNDERTAKING

19.-C- a'ttle

$4.50?i6.50: southern cows and heif
$3.50(65.50; native cows and heif-- '
ers, ?J.20(S9.00; stookers and feeders
$4.507.75; bulls, 3.755.25; calves!

S. KAUNE & CO.

$o.508.25; western

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

FIRE

steers,

CO.

INSURANCE

FIRE

m
WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS
besides Pantry and Bath ;
lot 90x175 ft., with a num.
Five blocks from plaza. Will

z. MODERN

DWELLING

D ber of shade and fruit trees.
SNAP price to immediate purchaser.
Z quote

M

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

ACCIDENT

HEALTH

LIABILITY

SWEET PEAS
JAMEShC. McCONVERY,
Phone.

::::

W 204.

!

415 Palace Avenue

SILVERWARE AND.JEWELRY.

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
STERLING

in

SILVER.

Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED
f)

i

CHINA,

WATCHES,

CLOCKS.

Qold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
Reliable Jeweler

San Francisco ,
Street-

H. C. YONTZ,

-

FOR SALE!

IR

uuiiii ii iiiiii l.u

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
Sixty-fofront lots on'Gal-iste- o
Road, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !
Three

ot

call ip

Tlr-

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants,, Etc.'

LEONARD " m w

-

m

AUTO GARAGE
THE BEST

Surety Bonds
Of

Seligman
and

All Kinds.

Water

Telephone

194

W., Room 24

LAUGHLIN

SANTA FE,

BUILDING,

- - NEW MEXICO

EQUIPPED GARAGE

IN THE

DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE
Cor.

$5.25

9.25; western cows. $3.50(gC.00.
Hogs Receipts,
4,500;
market,
steady. Bulk of sales, JS.308.50;

FURNITURE

R

1

-

ers,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

City Property, Farms,

All kinds of FRUITS and VEGEKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
TABLES received daily. If you -- Kansas City, Mo.. Aug.
Receipts, 12.000,
inclndl.iis
3,01,1
want nice Fruits and Vegetables southerns.
Market, strong.
Native
call on us.
steers, fG.5010.34ft- southern steers,

H.

AKERS-WAGNE-

REAL ESTATE

MARKETS.

uptothe-minut- e

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

J

X

Mil.

FURNITURE ITEMS

INSURANCE

It

IJII1

.

v

.

en

?mw
llllllllll

np.y

I

Some

executive and judi- t
ra. V
rell"e tnis most distressing symp.
.,,
passed with provision rn,
ishment of commerce court after
Near,y forty years of unparalleled
spirited debate.
to viin
Kini'us;wU ,..u...o
nrni'ot) no
" c jjii v;uinj.it;i
iiuviaum providing constitu- ing female i!Ia.
tional amendment for six
year
term for president was consider, senator cummins
advocating
its adoption.
HOUSE.
Convened at 10:30 a. m.
imm and water nnmr
i
bills considered, many
including
omnibus water nmvo- - oi,
....C11 lium
on objec- Z
tions.
Moss committee
majority and minoritypresented
Fit (da Everglades reports on
investigation.
Fire, Life, Accident,
Representative
receiv.
ed from President Shirley
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
Taft resolution S
declaring to insure right of
any
lTefnt Sl"P Wner t0 have Unit- 8 C"rt pass on
fre tolls
,
OI Manama canal bill.
Intended as notice.

J

i

articles will simply be
MARKED DOWN to such a price that you will
have to buy. The prices will be ridiculously
low and the values large.
A

THE

"INVENTION OF THE EVIL ONE."
It has been said that the backache
is an invention of the evil one to try
women's souls.
No so. Backache is a symptom of
some serious trouble which sooner or
later declares itself, either kidney
trouble or some
derangement.
'"""""is vcftriduiy l.oin- pound may be relied nnnn tn pn tn

i.,

T

LasCrucesCantaloiipes

x

,
o,--

V

V

The Daily Receipts of

Washington, succeeding
juuge Haniora, resigned.
Conference report on Indian
be.
"ei'iujmauoii oiu defeated
of l'.rovislon for transfer of
','Se

a

Saturday. August 17th Only.

WALL STREET.
New York, Aug. IS. Further
plained selling of Reading and Lehigh
YalleV. which biter Klironil mnrlcrnlp.
ly to other stocks, turned the course
0f today's market from more inwu- larity to heaviness. Canadian Pacific.
which was heavv in the final ilnva nf
las;t week, rose ;: points, with a 2
point idvance in Minneapolis,
St.
Paul and Sault Ste Marie.
Ponds were irregular. On better
suonort cnnlorc vinD,l
their forenoon loss, whi'e other active
stocks also made full recovery
Trading became duller in the hit- ter part of the session, with prices
showing little change from the mid
day recovery, except Reading, which
again fell off
The market closed irreg.ilar. Ex- of
enlivened the
last hour With imnmv.ni...
stocks. I.nrw nff0ri,..,0 t
.v,i..i
ii
tne
rise, however, with general re- cessions from u t

LinHNUII

.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

for one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to

X

n,

v:

rtKbt person. Man or woman,
young or old. If you want work

;

SPECIAL c

t-

appointment bv Pres- ident Taft of C. W. Howard as
United States district judge for

V

Prompt Attention and the Best

Cive Him a Trial.

N

......

,

8 C(U

which will
not be long,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SAWYER'S

N
V

....
.
Confer
,ul seai treaty
.,.
u"l dgieea to nve year closed
v season.
V
.......
.
.
V

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

To Cover Local Territory

Convened at 11 a. m.
Approved
joint
resolution,
amended by house, appropriat- ing $2(1,(100 for subsistence of
American refugees from Mexico,
Conferees with house on naval
appropriation bill agreed on pro- t.s.on lora lo.iMiu.uuij battleship.
made denial of
charge by President Madero that
Ile h:l(1 interfered with peace ne- Kotiations between .Mexican gov- emment and insurgents.
Passed by NYorks resolution for
investigation of national soldiers
borne at Santa Monica, Calif.
Attempt to secure
considera- f Xewlamls "solution for
!'
nK,'"Si0.nal
u me .resident Of
l"

' Tl

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Magazines
Want a Representative

J

1

5ESSQSB3

S.

While they last

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Easy-Sellin- g

SHIRTS on sale
all this week

I

JULIUS H.GERDES

anil

Ii:i.3-S-

fc,sjs
f?1

MB

Or

Kickers

Sugar
Amalgamated
12s:;-l- ;
Atchison
Great NorthRoswell. X. M., Aug. V.I. Word was ern 141; New York Central .117
Heading
received in this city today of the mur- Northern Pacific 12!)
122
Pacific
Southern
der late last week of Jesus Hernandez, .170
03 years old, and a Roswell citizen for I'nion Pacific 17:1; Steel 7:1
pfd.
over 30 years, near Los Palos, in the llo.
mountains west of here.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
He was a stone mason and was at
111.,
PL
Aug.
Chicago,
Wheat,
work on a house there when attacked
Dec. 92
and lucked by three other natives af- Sept. !i:i
;
Dec. 3::
Corn, Dec.
ter a dispute, starting, it is said, ovet
Dec. :12
Oats, Sept. ::t
land ownership.
One kick broke a
Pork, Sept. 1S.13.
blood vessel in his 'head and death
11 id, Sept. 10.H7
followed in a few hours. Three
Ribs, Sept. 10.93.
brothers, alleged bad characters
of the community: are held by Lin
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
coln county authorities for the crime.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
Lead
stronger 4.40; spelter higher 7.00.

;V

NEW MEXICO.

Five Widely Different

'.'2'TiAi:

SHIRTS

w REGULAR $1.25 E. k W.

Their Regular Value

!":

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
ji

Dispensing Optician,

104DON GASPER ST.

At

125 Palace Ave.

the babe of heavy,

western

TAUPERT,

of

,

Sandoval-Anderson-

fiHICHESTER S P LLS
.
IC

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

on all our Men's Shoes

HER CELL

v

TI1KHIAMIIMM1RAM

Why Wait ?

Quick

Pelle

X

.TT

1

Accurate Work

ODDS AND ENDS

AND

A dozen little girls, wearing white
dresses, grouped about a tiny white
casket at the cathedra; this afternoon
and tenderly bore the body of little

Captain Fred Fornoff and Sergeant
John Collier, X. M. M. P., have gone to N
x
Estancia where court is in session.
Governor McDonald has returned to
the capital after a visit in various N
parts of the' state.

TTk

E. LAS VEGAS,

LIFE

MRS. W. UNDBARDT,

I

state.

License Numbers,

CF

1

Our Windows

$5,000.00

!

MURDERESS

III

kind-hearte-

2.25

$8.50

Must Be Closed Out at

MONTHS
WEEPS

few-day- s

2.50
2.25

$6.50

.

FOUR

!"

Ladies' Fine Mull and Batiste,
Dresses in
all colors, elaborately trimmed with fine lace insertion :
One-pie-

AFTER

Millinei'v

DIES

SANDOVAL-ANDERSO-

Big Sale 0 il

step-fathe-

Val. $1.25

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"1.19,

"

White Dimitv Quilts,

"

Regular value 10c
"
" 20c
"
" 20c
"
" 30c
"
" 35c
"
" 50c
"
" SI.I5

20c,
25c,
35c,
85c,
now $ .75, Reg.
"
.99, "

White Quilts,

"
"
"

5c,
10c,
10c,

LITTLE BELLE

SHOES AND

n

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.
Huck Towels.

Seasonable

GRIEVES FOR BABE

Isabella Sandoval, a convicted iniir- - butchers, $A.::u ',i s.r,r.: lights,
.2.71
deress before the altar, where brief
Piss $t;.onw 7 in).
flinpraI Sf.rvicPS were held. The babe
market.
Shee- p- Receipts, T.eoO;
was born just fo'.ir months ago nnd
Muttons $3.2514.2.": lambs,
S. W. Tamlyn and James Carroll
steady.
died yesterday afternoon of summer
o:' Packman,, raine down on a business
$."i.."ti't;.7."i; rang
wethers and year-raVisit to the
Thev i.vo registered complaint
"e ewes, $2.00
lings, $:l.l.Vi t.r.
i tie moiner
at the Coronado.
wept m Her eel! at the ft :: 50.
T. P. Gable Mt yesterday for a state prison, but did not attend the
stay of a couple cf weeks in the funeral as the state had relieved her
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
northern counties of the state, on of all claim to the child, except a
ReIII., Aug. 1!). Cattle
Chicago,
mother's love, which, it seems, she
matters of business.
is.lliiii; market, strong to luc
L. Wallace Springer motored it ov- - still retained despite her hardened ceipts,
life. The babe w laid to rest in higher. Peeves, $.' 73(f 1.5; Texas
r. iium Jjas vegas naiuruay.
He is
fr,.niifi .r,;
western sicers,
on his way to the Rito to attend the San Rosiario cemetery while the ehil- steers,
stockers
Sil.".j f" S'.To ;
and feeders,
dren
a
sang
liymn.
archaeological lectures.
The history of this case is a story $4.2."f7.25; cows and heifers, fi.C'.Tf
Mrs. AVeltmer, together with her
8.13: calves, SG.otef 5. 73.
guest, Miss Brown, of Boston, and of crime, sorrow and suffering that
market,
Hogs Receipts. "2,1100;
Mrs. I!. M. Thomas were among those reads a'most like fiction. The mother,
a young woman, vs found
who departed for the Rito this
guilty of slow. Light. $S.ii."i'fi yiln; heavy, $7.i3
s.5 ; rough, S7.C,.Vf 7. S3: pigs, $3.73
having assisted in the murder of her
r
in Torrance county about tfiS.13; bulk of sales, ?S.S3'f ,s.!lil.
Hon. Elmer E. Studley, prominent
Slice' Receipts,
o,5oo; market,
progressive leader from Raton, Col fax a year ago. His body was burned.
county, came in yesterday, stopping She was sent here to prison and four steady to shade off. Western, $3.33
at the Palace, He left for Taos this mont'is ago, gave birth to a child.
yearlings, SI. ".of 3. pi; lambs,
She was removed from prison to a native, 5l.23fi7.13; western. $4.2."t
morning.
Hon. AY. S. Hopewell of Albuquer- - ,oral hospital where the babe was .3.30.
que, prominent railroad man, is one D0''n. When told that she could not.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
of those who are registered at the ,iPel
tp liahe, she fought, like a
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 10. Wool,
He expects to be in town eress. but it was taken from her nni-l
foi a few days.
adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, a steady; territory and western medi-lS-Frank T. Frawley,
2c;
government colored couple, who provided well for urns, 2o'ii21c; fine mediums,
postoffice inspector of Denver, Colo., it. A few days ago it became ill and line, ITlSc.
who has been in town for the last
was taken to a local hospital where
DAIRY PRODUCTS.
for the purpose of checking in it died of simmer
alcomplaint,
the new postmaster, left Santa Fe though every care wis given it. A
Elgin, 1!!., Aug. PL The quotation
board
this morning.
public, subscription was raised today coniiiiiitee of tile Elgin butter
firm at.
declared
butter
afternoon
this
Mrs. J. A. Ro'ls returned home Sat- - by
persons in order to
urday with the children from Chat- - give the poor child a decent burial. 23c.
ham, Out., where she stopped on tin The mother was linconsolable when
MONEY AND STOCKS.
way from the European trip whica told that the babe was dead.
New York, Aug. l'J. Call money
she and the doctor enjoyed during
silver
2
prime paper 51(1-2- ;
the present summer.
(M
Mexican dollars IS
Copper
Miss Kate Mueller and Vere Boyle ROSWELL CITIZEN
t2.V 17.3'i; Tin i3.73'( 4H.25: Lead
went up to the canon early yesterday
DIES FROM KICK
S5
1.33;

SELIGMAN BROS.GOMPAHY
BIG BARGAINS

CONVICT MOTHER

Miss Dickerson of Albuquerque, is
a sightseer in th capital.
Hiss Bryan and Hiss True are
here from Pajarito ranch, guests at
the Palace.
Pitt Ross is up from Albuquerque
on business.
He is staying at the
.Montezuma hotel.
J. Kugene Brown came in on Saturday from Las VeRas and is registered
at the Palace hotel.
Mrs. Leo Ilersch and children arc
back again after spending
several
days in Santa Cruz.
.1. Hanmim of the Standard Oil Company, came up from the Duke City ves- ter.lay and is stopping at the Monte- -

CAPITAL 850,000 00
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Sts.

CITY

WORK

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire, by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone ycur cat
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

the

Mccormick

ON HAND.

auto

"co.

f

SANTA

AGE SIX

Santa Fe

SWITZERLerX OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

FIRST

1

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
General Manager
Editor
. Associate Editor

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

$5.00
$2.50

Daily, per quarter, by mail
Daily per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly, six months

$1.25
$1.50

PROGRESSIUE CALL
STATE CONUENTION

LOHMAN

50

VThen

trouble brioux among ihe Sioux,

Because the
The sky is

whites their rights abioux.

In accordance with the instructions
executive committee of the proGigC
,
party of the state, on the
gressive
.slioux.-Are on the
path by
12th day of August, 1912, a state probioux,
ThsvVe Pining up
gressive convention is hereby called
will
Thev
tt. be held in the city of Albuquerque,
not Tiouxr
New Mexico, on the 10th day of September, at the hour of two o'clock p.
IK,
m., to nominate one candidate for representative to congress, and three
and the transac
a restaurant he goes to get a plate of presidential electors,
BUY LAND.
tion of such other business as may
went
beans. In this instance he
intoj
come before the convention.
land is the only permanent property. If you want a safe investment,
When he told properly
the Waldorf-Astoria- .
Until after the election in this state
buy land.
the justice of the peace about it in on the first Tuesday in November,
Stocks and bonds may melt away like water which they possibly are.
court the next morning he innocently 1912, the several counties
of the
are
lost,
a
holes.
Jewels
hundred
out
dribbles
in
through
your
pocket
Money
remarked: "I was hungry and I saw state are entitled to representation iu
or shrunk in value by clever imitations. And as for savings in the sock or
and
in
I'nc'e Tom says Sec is alright. a swell restaurant and walked
the above convention as follows:
the bank it is of little avail to hoard up money when, year by year, more
asked for a plate of beans." It was
Uncle Tom knows.
They shall be entitled to double the
and more value is squeezed out of the dollar.
that guileless remark that got him number of delegates that represented
Money goes down as prices go up. The gold mines of the world are
conThe new court house is going to be into the police court. The marble said counties in the progressive
pouring their bullion into the mints by scores of millions a year. More
front waiter was insulted and in the vention held at the city of Albuquerheck!
fire
mean
by
more
proof,
as
means
potatoes.
potatoes
cheaper
money
cheaper money, just
ejectment proceedings that followed que, on the 29th day of July last, and
Your hoarded dollar shiinks in purchasing power even while you look at it
that the request for a plate of beans, the on such basis of representation, each
Well, ain't there something
it buys less and less of the things of real value for which men and women
longshoreman and the waiter got tan- county shall be entitled to the follow
II r.
wil! rhyme with trivial then?
'
toil.
gled up in such a manner that the one ing number of delegates:
Save your money, if you can spare anything from the grievous expenses
24
Governor can we go eleven ro inds landed in the 'police court and the Bernalillo
of a decent livelihood; and then, if you want your savings to work for you
other in the hospital. Evidently the Chaves
9
buy land. For no more land is being created, population is increasing, if we don't hit each other hard?
judge did not consider the asking for Colfax
16
and the value of available land in civilized countries rises constantly with
3
Clarence Darrow ias been acquit- - a plate of beans an inexcusable in Curry
the increasing demand, and the diminishing value of coin and bank notes.
sult for he only gave the offender $:i Dona
12
The day is coming, peiliaps, when land will no longer be a commodity ted. Not all courts need the recall,
or three days. He ought to have told
3
for investment or sneculation. It will belong to society as a whole. Before
Eddy
the provincial patron
who wanted Grant
9
takoff
cut
of
have
will
the
need
We don't
that time comes, society
any border patrol.
profits
speculators by
beans that the Waldorf was not a
10
Guadalupe
ing the unearned increment of real estate for the communities that cre- We ain't as scared as they are in El sandwich and bean restaurant
but Lincoln
8
ated it.
Paso.
there they served broiled snails, the Luna
2
But meanwhile, the big fellows are grabbing the land and the profits,
tongues of humming birds fricasse,
4
knowing that they have a sure thing. And so this suggestion to the little
Nat Goodwin is out of ill danger, and all the novelties and delicacies McKinley
14
Mora
fellows.
Then
the
his
declares
physician.
of the world, but nothing so humbly Otero
n
6
leading ladies are not.
and disgustingly p!ebian as baked Quay
10
beans.
SHOW DOWN.
15
Rio Arriba
El Paso, it seems, does not intend
9
There must be a dividing line, 1 Roosevelt
Congressman Wickersham has brought even far off Alaska in the propa- a
border
Mexico
have
to
New
let
9
gressive column. He was prominent in the famous fisht against Ballinger
in all things In this world, Sandoval
suppose,
can
be
prevented,
and was an efficient aid in exposing Morgan and Guggenheim when their trol if it
5
and a place to eat beans and a place San Juan
29
syndicate operations were getting such a gripe on the Alaska interests
to toy with lobster Newburg and cavi- San Miguel
which were becoming valuable in our territory of the northwest.
Women in the court room cried are, but
1G
because a chap gets in- Santa Fe
That's to the just
Wickersham, running as a progressive, defeated the regular republican when Darrow was acquitted.
41
once it hard- Sierra
wrong
pew
eating
candidate and the democratic candidate, proving that this great movement just like 'em. What was there to cry ly seems an occasion for murder nor aocorro
is indeed far reaching and has taken strong hold. The people of Alaska are over?
12
mayhem, even though it was in so Taos
earnest in their desire for a substantial development of their tremendous;
Torrance
7
swell a place as the Waldorf-AstoriUnion
resources, but their action shows that they desire this development for the' Tile Turks are waging war on the that a misguided, would-b13
ask
guest
people by the people, and their decision to stand by the progressive party christians. Even at that, a lot of our ed for a plate of beans,, which is Valencia
15
The county committeemen
proves that it is only from that party can they expect relief from the iron foremost church goers would be safe supposed to be the great American
repre
hand of corporative power which has held the rich territory so tightly in its'over there,
dish that can be found in any place senting the progressive party of the j
grasp through the aid of the Guggenheims and the ihenchmen of the great
where there are eatings.
It must several counties above named, are reshown-dowline
since
the
great political
If congress only confirms that nom come as a sort of shock to any citizen quested to call precinct primary and
Morgan interests. It is the first
up and is at least, an encouragement to the new party followers.
ination this week, Sec, your trivial of this country to feel that it is a dis- county conventions at as early a date
as possible, for the election of deleThe building up of Alaska must be constructive work. It must be un- davs will be over. It ain't polite for grace to want beans.
selfish endeavor. The history of the territory since its great riches became a U. S. marshal to slug anyone.
a
gates to said state convention, but no
known, has been filled with tihe desperate, nefarious, criminal struggle for
county convention should be held latA HALIBUT FARM.
er than September 7th. Until after
control of all valuable properties in the opulent territory.
Wouldn't it be perfectly awful if
The
has
taken
the
government
up
It is clearly evident from what party the people of Alaska expect relief. two or three rebe'n but came across
the first state election i n Novpmlipr.
cost
of
as
as
higih
far
living
problem
0
the bridge and actually captured El meat is concerned and will endeavor 1912, said committeemen should fix'
The Pennsylvania congressmen, like those of many other states are in Paso!
the number of delegates that each
My they ought to have more to establish what it calls
halibut
a stew. The majority of the candidates in the Keystone state particularly soldiers!
is entitled to in the county!
farms, to be run and handled just as precinct
are willing to accede to the progressive party requests, but they do not
convention which this committee sug-we
in
handle
ranches
the
west.with
want anyone to tell about it. They want to be progressives on the quiet,
should be one delegate for ev- Willyurn threatens to keep congress j the same system and regularity.
and agree fully with the position taken on public questions by that party, but in session all summer unless he gets
ery ten votes or majority
fraction
tne
most
Haiimit
is
successful
ship- thereof cast
they are timid about making a public line up. The time is not one for doubt that commerce court. Don't Willyurn,
for the republican candi- ping fish and can be kept for
or vacillation, but the hour when every man must take his stand and unfurl!
date
for delegate to congress at the!
don't inflict anything like that on the month or more if properly handled and
.his colors before the whole world. The new party is not a place for cowards
What have we done to de- still remain fresh and sweet, hence general election of 19oS.
country.
or men who are timid. It is a trying time for the two horse acrobat, and every
If
serve it?
the choice of this particular fish for state contest should arise before the
candidate knows there is no saw dust in the ring and a fall means a jolt;
convention, the papers in regard
farm
as
am
as
purposes.
I
far
Well,
that may be serious.
thereto should be delivered to the sec-concerned I would as soon they would
0
farm halibut as anything else if it retary of the state central committee,
THE BYSTANDER
Judge Kaynold's decision relative to the exemption from taxation of fra- 'east twenty-tou- r
be- (24) hours
will bring down the price of meat. It
in
its effect. It relieves the Elks, Masonic bodies
ternal societies is sweeping
iuic saiu convention meets. All ere-SEES IT
seem
will
in
the
future
to
funny
visit
and other organizations which are for educational and fraternally social pur-- '
a friend on the coast and have him dentials and proxies should he deliv- ered
poses from being placed on the tax rolls and sets an important precedent in
take you out to his mackerel ranch on to the secretary in the forenoon
New Mexico. Included in the decision is the determination that the Elks'
MAY CAUSE INJURY,
the day of the ronvpnti
or
halibut farm. It should greatly intheater in the Duke City is not subject to taxation as it is used for educa- M. A. OTERO,
The Bystander noticed on Palace crease the summer
resort
propositions
Of
comes!
tional, social and charitable purposes.
course, our own Elks' theater
avenue a point that needs attention, and be a benefit to
Chairman.
the
who
guys
buy
under the same decision. Under this ruling all tax sales which may have and mav sometimes cause a lot of
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
been made of Ihe involved property are set aside. The decision will be trnuhe ind exnense to the citv un- - real estate unsight and unseen and
find after a few months or years, mav
Secretary,
hailed with satisfaction by fraternal society men.
less some precautions are taken. Ref- - be (that they have bought, 160
of
acres
0
erence is made to the arroyo bridge. lake bottom or ocean sea weed land IN THE DISTRICT COURT
I am here to nominate the man who has the courage and the ability to
OF THE
prop- They can at once
beyond the Gildersleeve
just
UNITED STATES FOR THE
""nstruct their pur
lead us in this great battle for human rights. The greatest mission bearing
erty.
a
OF
into
chase
hsh
NEW
farm
and fool the
MEXICO.
upon my heart is that before I cross the River Styx I may see this nation
Somebody is going to walk off real estate sharp who intended to United States of America, Plaintiff
united once more. General John H. McDowell, of Tennessee.
vsever
we
if
catch a sucker in a land deal, and
No. 119.
That is a patriotic cry for better conditions in America. It was deliv- there some dark night,
have a real dark night in Santa Fe, itideed, would have done so. had it not American Valley Water Storage and
ered at the progressive convention at Chicago.
.
and then come back on the city with been for the opening of this new field
o
Irrigation Company, Defendant.
It appearing from the complaint in
T. K. Neidringhaus. one of the prominent politicians of Missouri and a a healthy damage suit, charging the of enterprise like the bass ranch or
t
to
farm.
halibut
prop-thatake
the above entitled cause that the samp
rank standpatter, made the peculiarly suggestive statement a few days ago failure on the city's part
1 his new field
of endeavor is HKely 13 commenced for the purpose of re-- ;
Taft has as good a chance to carry Missouri as any other state. Every- - er precaution for the protection of
to add largely to our national individ-- ' mving a cloud upon the title to real!
one 'has come to the pass of admitting that Taft was going to be a mighty pedestrians.
poor third in the presidential race, but Mr. Neidringhaus has practically got) You know there is no railing on ual wealth unless the Guggenheims estat? of plaintiff to certain lands
within the District of New
him distanced even at this early stage of the race. When his own adher-.thMexico,
bridge and there is a step to and Morgans, et al get the oceans
and u further appearing that the He- - cornered before
eats admit that he is skinned, it looks like a poor bet on William.
a
in
so
dark
homesteaders
any
perthe
that
reach it,
0
son would be quie likely to get a can get out onto the water.
jfendant, American Valley Water Stor-- j
age and Irrigation Company, its
Another text in our creed:
serious tumble, and the city to an- agents
Direct primaries, state and national; preferential presidential primary; nex a law suit. It ould not require
The temperature on Saturday was 01 officers, if any there be, Is not an
in'habitant
of and cannot be found
direct election of United States senators; the short ballot, the initiative, a great amount of expenditure of 73 at 3:10 p. m. and 54 at 4:35 a. m.
It was partly cloudy with showers in w!thin the District of New Mexico or
the referendum and the recall in states; limitation and publicity of campaign
money nor time and might save a
expenses; equal suffrage.
vicinity ana sprinkle of rain in the c'B"ere, as shown by the return of
good dea of Dotn
city.
Yesterday the high tempera-- ; the marshal for the District of New
and
ounce
of
That old
...-prevention
A
, a ,Ullt&ldl, I till HI
in vow Vnrk . ,
o
ture
was also 73 at 3:35 p. m. and the Mexico, made on the 28th
o
mam
jti
ji
day of June,
vt.u....,
we have all low
that after the operation his patient
was 53 at 6:10 a. m. It was
will be an honest man. If anv surgeon ponnd of cure talk which
and by the affidavit of Leroy o!
not
our
is
all
lives
been
by
hearing
can make men honest by just tapping their head pieces, he ought to be the
erally clear and pleasant with show- - Moore, Esq., filed herein, and that the
any means a vapid or senseless say- ers in the distance. The
busiest man in the United States.
forecast for sa'd defendant has not voluntarily
in
of
world
a
it
truth
ing. It has
0
and Tuesday is generally faireared in this cause; and that said
The body of the Mikado will be drawn to the final resting place by an which we have brought to us In preceded by local showers this after-- defendant cannot be served
nprsnnni.
of life, business, noon.
ox team. It is but natural that rulers as well as the rest of
U eitner in this district or elsewhere.
us, should want every department
from
and
public,
domestic, personal
to make that journey as slowly as possible.
It is ordered that said defendant do
the darning of a liUe hole in a pair State of Ohio,
o
appear,
of
plead, answer or demur herecity
Toleao,
The national congress, like the New Mexico legislature, does not seem of socks to save them from the rag
in on Monday, October 7, 1912, and
Lucas County. ss.
a little later and the buying of a
to have much of a voice. The veto power is getting to be a force in
bag
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he that a copy of this order be published
politics new
iu both state and nation.
pair, to the f'xing of a bridge at is senior partner of the firm of F. J. in the Santa Fe New
Mexican, a
one
o
a
a
small
.
may Cheney & Co.,
expense that
big
doing business in the daily newspaper published within the
Andrew Carnegie is telling the folks over in London that millionaires be saved in the futnre.
district
of
New
of
City
Toledo, County and State
Mexico, once a week
are not taxed enough. Andy never talked like that here in his own country.
There ere a great many old prov-- aforesaid, and that said firm will pay for six consecutive weeks, the last
n
erbs that have come down through the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- publication to be made at least one
If all Nat Goodwin's wives would go and take care of him while recov- the
years that are so applicable to LARS for each and every case of week before said return day.
ering from his Rocky Point injury, he could discharge tihe hospital force
everyday life, showing that humanity Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New
has not changed with the changing use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Mexico, this 13th day of August, A.
A Chicago judge has sentenced a man to
Pittsburgh. Probably he was years, and the theories of centuries
FRANK J. CHENEY.
D., 1912.
WM. H. POPE,
following out the piecept to banish tihe wicked into eternal darkness.
back are Applicable still.
Sworn to before me and subsxvibed
Judge.
n
"An ounce 0 prevention," etc., and In my presence this 6th day of DeTwo British suffragettes have been sentenced to prison for five years. "a
A.
1886.
two
old
are
D.,
cember,
penny earned," etc.,
You cannot get up to date printing
They ought to be satisfied. They are being treated' just like men
A. W. GLEASON,
sayings that are very especially ap- (Seal)
material
.0
Public. unless you have
plicable to the management of muniNotary
There isn't any evidence that Charlio Springer's New York mission has cipal affairs from the
and faculties. The New Mexican
is
Cure
Hall's
a
internCatarrh
taken
of
repairing
hes both, and at
born fruit. It may be he got "too far from our rails."
bridge to the building of a city hall. ally and acts directly upon the blood Printing Company
0
and mucous surfaces of the system. the same time expert mechanics. Tour
t.at apples and be beautiful." Of course refer-orders are always assured personal at
Hays a Deauty doctor;
Send for testimonials, free.
NO BEANS THERE.
ence is made to New Mexico apples.
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O tentlon.
F.
J.
from a little experience had
Judging
-- 0Sold by all druggists, 75c.
ln New
by a
longshoreman
This general passing of ordinances for muzzling dogs is not Intended to York husky
Today's news today. You get it In
the other day, a man wants to Take Hall's Family Pills for con
Include hot dogs, Is it?
New Mexican.
the
be mighty careful into what kind of Etipation.

rd with battle Kioux,
Iniuri.squavT and young pappiou.x

of the

the
war
with fiery
swear their land they

"All of Today's News Today"

C,

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
ng

money-transmitti-

RATES

Daily, six months, by mail

Daliy, per year; by mail

ear Round.

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION

BANK

NATIONAL

nm- --

mus

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
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The Santa Fe New .Mexican
The New Mexican Review
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El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekly
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William F. Brogan
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

'

REMARKS

j

THE FIRST

u

a

e

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up, ,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

1

'

How About That Fire Insurance?
FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

v

1

'

"

AS

Think About It!

--

Then Actl

1

THE

MOULTON-ESP-

COMPANY"

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

-

'

MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

n,tL

,c

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

ONE DOLLAR BUYS

'

,w,n

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Sepd for Price List.

'

e

RUGS, PILLOW

One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

ACCIDENT

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY
This contract is

For those who travel.
GENERAL AGENTS

year in the

a winner.

HALL & HALL K00McnakPbtlacity

u.

gen-191-

1

0-

-

.

Rooms With Bath,

THE

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

Wr

HOTEL

This is something new- for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.
-

i

AUGUST 19, 1912.

MONDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

has filed notice of intention to make
r
Pnal
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register
five-yea-

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X.

M.

August 9, 1912.
Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead Application No.
S
NE
XW
for SW
Section S, Township
NW
SW
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
0472S-11-90-

2

4

4

VOLUME 18.

NEW MEXICO REPORTS
NOW READY.
Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

VAGr" SEVEN.

CHILDREN'S GARDE S WILL
IN
BE INSPECTED AND JUDGED HUMORS
infected
blood
becomes
When the
There was a meeting
of the
afternoon

committee

Mother's

at the high
school.
The committee selected judges, five
in number, to pass on the school ehil-- i
dren's home gardens, also on the
girls' flowers gardens around the high
school.
The judges will V around to in-- !
spect the gardens next week, prob-- j
ably, Thursday, August 22. However, notice will be given later in the
New Mexican of the exact date. So
children keep your eye on the New
Mexican.
The committee requests that the
competing children be at home on
that date, and have their gardens
re ady for inspection. So if there are
any stray weeds in your gardens you
had bejter get busy.
If any child has withdrawn
from
the contest they will please notify
the chairman of their work so that no
Thursday

with any unhealthy humor the effect is
shown by some definitely marked disorder like Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, etc. Humors get into the blood usually because of an
inactive condition of the system. Those members whose duty it is to expel
all refuse matter do not properly perform their work, and au unhealthy acThen instead of performing its
cumulation is absorbed into the blood.
natural function of nourishing the skin the circulation irritates and inflames it because of its impure
condition. A thorough cleansing of the blood is
the only certain cure for any skin disease; external
applications can only give temporary relief. S.S.S.
goes into the circulation and drives all humorsfrom
the blood, and in this way makes a permanent and
complete cure in every form of skin trouble.
S. S. S. supplies the blood with the nutritive qualities necessary to sustain the skin and preserve its
natural texture and perfect appearance. S. S. S.
cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, and all other skin eruptions or
diseases.
Book on Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

the civic committee for all the
club competing children, at which time the

the civic

of

by

prizes will be awarded.
The following is the list of competHome Garding children's names:
ens:
Julian Otero, Joe Owen,
Owen, Irinio Carillo. Dorothy
Coleman, John McConvory, Dwight
Helen
Wa'kcr. Beatrice
Schaub,
Seligmnn, Salomon Lncern, Anita Ortiz, Koherto Romero, Virginia llesch,
Dana I'ankey, Kahei'ine Andrews,
Kiisobio Griego, Albert Miller, EuLois
genia Miller, Susie Norment.
Norma
Crichion,
Jocelyn
Spear,
Fiske, Edward Linney, Jane Abbott.
Kenneth
Law, Clinton l.utz. Max
Head. Clifford Rardy.
Page Otero.
Margaret Cogdale, Lupita. Rivera,
Frank Chaves. Theo. Muller, Gertrude Smith, Franees Mayes, Ralph
Anna
Rodriguez, Willie
Slaughter,
Dorothy Goebel. Delia Miller,
Mariam AVassen, Hill Chavez Jacob
AInrid, Louis Martinez, Ramon Baca,
e

BJItlllltM8JKlECTEfJ8tTtaiiiBfW8

TPS SUMMER

TOURIST
RATES

EAST AND WEST

time will he wasted in inspecting deserted gardens.
There are eight prizes, aggregating
the
thirty dollars, to e awarded,
highest being five dollars, the lowest
two dollars. Six
these prizes are
for home gardens, and two for school
gardens. The doners of the prizes
are Miss Clara D. True, twenty dollars; Mrs. McDonald, five dollars; Mr.
Sena, five dollars.
The decision of the judges will be

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

On

no good
WANTED
large sound
viiias of unit'f.mi size for use in restoration in Palace of the Governors.
at once of .1. L. Nusbauiu at
the M us 'll
i

111 .

Elegantly Furnrsfiea Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank buildin
Apply to F. M. Jones.
ba-ti-

g

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned,

adjusted and repaired. New

fans let out a yell
trians running to
Charlie, he had a pained look, and
limped over to the hotel to claim his
H
footwear.
Someone remarked that shoes wore
Sing up, but no one paid any attention to him. Silvc- City Enterprise.

change.

Phone

WANTED A male teacher with
slate teaching qualifications, and who

has some knowledge of manual training, to teach at the New Mexico Reform School for a term of about 7
- months and serve ;s ;uard the balGOOD ROADS. SAYS FOSTER.
Orrin A. Foster veturncd Saturday ance of year. Salary, $7u.n(i monthly,
from a trip to Santa Fe. On account without board. A twelve months' conof no trains above Lamy he came by tract will be given to a satisfactory
auto from Santa Ee to Albuquerque. applicant. Correspoud with A. C.
of N. M. R. S., Springer,
land
DON'T NEED
praises the mad between those N. M. Sec'y
road
This splendid
Artesia is in no condition to under- - points highly.
.
:1
..:..' t
o I"
take the support of a saloon at this
water lor uie same or ess money, and gives ATTENTION,
time. We need
additional
scenic pleasures by
works, better graded streets, a sewer the traveler the
of La llaiada hill, one of the
Tracts of Fine
way
at
more
no
date
and
distant
system,
GRAZING LAND IN NEW MEXICO
school buildings.
After we have all most wonderful of climbs by motor,
of these- things bought and paid for, and the fine ride on a road with only
in it
which is a great Any size tract 5,000 acres up
and if there is nettling else needed, one poor place
on good terms.
we might take ip the matter of adopt- advantage over the trip by rail. If Prices rip.lit and
For
was
Las
on or write
information
with
Cruces
call
connected
up
ing a saloon and rearing it in the
the wor'd outside by such a road her
O. O. CARR, CNAMA, N. M.
style and manner due its proud posi- channels for further
growth would bo
tion, hut we can't afford it now. Arincreased largely. Till such roads are
WANTED lOO.OOo people to drink
tesia News.
made Las Cruces must remain as a the mineral, cool, clear water of the
town that is only accessible if you Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
AFTER BEAR.
need to reach it. not an objective by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
W. G. McFarland and C. IT. McFar-land- ,
pleasure point. Rio Grande
furnishes same to all the leading sat'vo real estat men of Los Anloons and drug stores in the ci'y.
geles. Calif., arrived here the early
Why drink muddy water from the hyof
mission
week.
the
here
Their
part
THEY'VE GOT A MUMMY.
drant or pipes when you can drink
a
lew gr.zziy i.ears. i nuer
is u mii
.,,,,,. Immmlv, whif.h
T;,(J (.,jff
the guidance of Ray Grayson they left ip(,n p Jnlllist011 nnn,0l1 ..ZlliP;- w;ls clear and beneficial water from th
for the Block range Tuesday. They,,,,, PXnihition fo, lw(, (lilvs ,ast 1V(,k Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
will also go into th Mogollon conn-.p- ,
(np wimlow of ,hp ,gee Drug Com-- '
Proprietor.
try and catch trout Hid discover the ,)Rny w,,p,.e
;mn(,te(1 a grt..,t opa
Adams diggings. They expect to be;0f attention.
TRY A DOLLAR'S WORTH.
absent for at least three weeks.
S(,VP1..,i
physicians examined Zeke
I'in a dol'ar bill to your name and
Hillsboro Advocate.
fol. tlle )Uri,0Kp 0f estimating Ills ngv
iand their opinions varied all the way address, and we will mail the first
NOT SO WORSE.
from seven years to the adult period. two lessons in our Shorthand, and we
Rev. J. C. Gage reports everybody jli is generally admitted by iliose guarantee you will write and read it
jubilant at Hope. He says his twelve imost familiar with the cliff dwellings, in a few hours, OK YOUR MONEY
acre orchard is doiug well this year. that the discovery of 7,eke's remains! HACK I'ltOM I'Tl.Y
NO LOSS,
YOU KUN NO RISK.
W. P. Ri'ey has contracted his Jona- - jhas established almost, beyond ques- than apples for fall delivery already ition that the Cliff Dwellers were aj HUT YOU CAIN A LOT. You don't
and the purchase price is $1.fl0 per race of pigmies, and the most remark-box- . want reminding, that, to take a note
in Shorthand of a conversation, a lecHe estimates that there will be 'able of all the ancient races.
about SOO boxes to the acre, and after
The physicians wlio examined the! ture, a sermon, resolution, or a mindeducting all expenses for cultivation, nm m my were unanimous in declaring: ute; that it stamps you as a brighter
irrigation, spraying and etc., his or- - that the skull was that of a race of' and smarter man than the other felchard will net him more than six hun-- ! high order of intelligence, and this low. We teach by mail or personally
tired dollars per acre.
The ditches is borne out by the fact that a people at the College. SO EASY, SO TRUE,
are full of water and everybody is of surh sizo wprp able to hold their SO PROFITABLE all your life.
own against conditions such as
Avoid procrastination and write
feeling good. Artesia Advocate.
this minute. The man or woman who
when they inhabited Xew
and hy tHie endnrinK nature of puts it. off is the one who is always
NEW SHIPPING BOX.
the
houses built. Silver Oily Inde-- : going to do it, and never does; and
G. C. Welter, of Roswell, who
therefore is the one left behind that
ready has to his credit three patents, pendent.
WILL BE A GOOD FAIR.
has 1o put U) with the crumbs inhas just received from the patent ofAt, an enthusiastic meeting in the stead of a good healthy meal, or big
flee in Washington the final
papers t1t.i. 1... : i :..
.j....
nifiht plans wages; always hits such dilatory peo"",m
""""S
'cr his fourth and latest invention
ple, for it is they who are failures
""'"
It is a collapsible shippinK box.
whuh has promise of a good demand l"'rfte(1- ',nd. h various commit-- i in life. To earn more, learn more.
WRITE NOW.
as soon as Mr. Welter can arrange ,WT8 fere af0,ntP5
feat interest To the Santa Fe Business College:
for the manufacture of the article, tuJm,.sl"g. fro;"
I will try to learn your Shorthand.
lsv1)elng akp" .a11 u0VPr hp c0''n:
It is especially adapted for shipments
iiiu I'liiuiii
xiiji ueie. tiiem viu You promise I can write and read it
of meat by the large packing houses, i;
ever gathered in a few days. Very well I here
as well as for Bmaller shipments ot be the largest crowd
in
one
in Torrance with pin a dollar bill (or a money ortogether
meeting
bi'tter, eggs, and other country pro-- I
county.
der, or a cheque) and expect this dol('.nee. Iioswell News.
Word conies from Moriarty that the lar refunded, if I decide to return the
north end of the county is coming first two lessons.
MAY DO IT THEMSELVES.
Name
Fannington has several fruit, rais- - with their exhibits, live stock, etc. Shorthand.
$1 enclosed.
ers who have expressed themselves Tllis bllsv iiml enterprising sister.
Address for mail
as being willing to start in and help town is to hold a farmer's institution
To the Santa Fe Business College:
grade a railroad from here to the ; September 27th and 28th, when the,
Send the first lesson in Blindfold
be
shown
exhibits
will
,Pcal
there,
south, taking stock for their pay. and
It teaches me
be eent ,0 Willard to Touch Typewriting.
several business men who are willing and ,hf'n
and Tay
to nut on men or nut un a irrnh stake. compete Willi crops from all over the how to use all my fingers
back promptThat is what is going to cinch n country. These same exhibits will be thumbs or the money
southern outlet. When the people get sent from here to Albuquerque to the ly.
readv and willinz to do business they Stale Fair. In fact the best products Name
$1 enclosed.
Typewriting.
can accomplish something, b it while of Torrance county on exhibit at
Address
to
Fair.
will
be
sent
State
the
are
they
waiting for the other fellow
many exhibits
to bring them something good on a That there will b
Let Him Know It ir you are out ot
for a plnce in any show, is
platter things go slow. Fannington worthy
a position, you must let the employer
not to be disputed.
Enterprise.
in the
Mountainair will hold a picnic, in know it. A want advertisement
men in the city
and
ness
professional
exhibits
local
AN UNFORTUNATE
KICK.
September, when tbeir
and county and a great many in the
An exciting dog fight broke the mo- will be shown, then shipped to
talto be a part of the county fair state. If you have any special
notony of business routine on the
do not hide it under a bushel.
ent,
afexhibits.
one
corner
National
bank
City
The management of the Torrance
ternoon this week. The fteht was be
Are You a Seller? An advertise-- '
tween two ancient enemies, "Jack," County Fair intend that this two days
classified columns of the
the scrapper belonging to C. W. Mar- - meet shall be one that w ill with ill ment in the
"
fairness shown the products of every New Mexican will put your real will
riott and the brown and white Shut
It
market
on
effectively.
the
tate
Live
stock
the
of
county.
dog. They were fighting to a draw section
Then put the facts of your property before
when Charles Marriott, Jr., appeared will also be a great feature.
on the scene and tried to separate there will be sports of all kinds. the eye& f all possible buyers.
It will not pay you to waste your
roping
them. He made a good kick aat Jack. There will be horse races,
time
writing out your legal forma
that
off
other
and
missed him, and his Oxford flew
many
things
contests,
can get them already print-- i
when
you
and up Into the second story porch of are pleasing to the western people.
ed
t the New Mexican Printing
the Palace hotel. The crowd of fight Willard Record.
Company
-

-

Cel-lie- r,

STOCUIEN!

-

j

!

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

Pueblo,

Ricardo AInrid, Manuel Pino, Adalai- Satieties, Willie Lopez. Willie
Thayer, Wi'lie Muller, John Hesh, Felipe Ortiz, Nick Igallo, Poe Maez,
Theodoro Garcia, Ironeo Chaves, Mike
Pettin. Juan Padilki, Juanita Sena,
Josefita
Paublita Chaves,
Sena,
Kulalia Chaves, Eulilia Maez, Gertrude Sanchez, Francisco
Segura,
Petroucinio Igallo, Kirk Smith, Wfllo
Anton. Almeta
Martha
Norment,
do

Slaughter.
If any of the names have been
scaled and retained until the latter
part of the month when a lawn par- omitted please notify Mrs. J. W.
ty, with refreshments, will be given Mayes.
THE COWBOYS GO.

Colo. Springs,

-

FOR SALE Two story residence od
Palace avenue. If)t 60x240 feet. O. U.
Watson i: Co.

""'

PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

$50.35

wilt

20, D. S. Low-

'E.

New Mexican Printing Co.,

St. Paul,
$50.35

room nouse

platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
that brought pedes- - All repair work and typewriters guarthe scene while anteed.
Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex-

BIG BREATH PERFUMERS.
W. T. Cook has the finest patch of
onions to be found n the Pecos vfll-- i
ley. The onions are of the new Span-- i
ish Denia variety, :ni many of them
will row weigh two pounds and they
are still growing. The Lakewood
county produces the best of every-- j
thing, and all we need to make this
the garden spot of the universe is
enough men like Watson Cook to de-- i
velop and bring out the best the soil
will produce. Lakewood Progress.

FOR SALE BY

St. Louis,
$44.35

ti

itzl.i.

NEWS OF THE STATE

Der-den-

Chicago,

FOR RENT

furniture or not, Aug.

(sis)

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up t January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
of
NewMexico
the
Digests
Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.

EUZ

THE BLOOD

Francisco Bojorquez is making
preparations to leave with a crowd of
cowboys from this state, Texas and
Oklahoma for Calgary, the capitol of
the Canadian province of Alberta, to
take part in a great roping contest.
1 (if prizes hung up are $1000 for first,
and corresponding
$,"00 for second

car for the horses and the Pullman
for the men will start over the Rock
Island. They will visit as far northwest as Seattle, Wash., before they
return. Hillsboro Free Press.

j

You cannot get up to date printing
you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
prizes for other events. He will ride Printing Company has both, and at
the roan horse of Luther Foster, the same time expert mechanics.
judged to be one of the best horses Your orders are always assured per
in the country. Mr. Bojorquez was sonal attent'n.
invited to go on this trip, with all his
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
expenses paid, by n old friend of his
who owns a big livery stable in El sees more people in one day than you
Paso, from where the special palace. can see in a month. Try one.

unless

d

lex-ie-

o

'

-

j

.1

'

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

-

j
'

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

San Francisco,

j

rv v

NATE COLLIER

r'
SPASM "PRPTRATOR

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

SEASONABLE

RECIPES',

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

Maud rii7i.LZR's
AN6EI TOOD.

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low

TVffAUD
I V

AND

just
She

SANTA FE, N. M.
A

I

GOSHEN A rELLOW
NAMED 6REEN

IV

Sale

Sept. 30,
IN CONNECTION
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

Until

Daily,

1912.

WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

in

a brand

way;

HAL) IT DONE

Maud IE S ANGEL
how she
this cake
made
re
t'i

CALLED

IT

ii
took a clapper' of an
--

A PAIR Of SKIS AND AN

A

On

DAY
a cake
Mt w

AND WHEN SH

For further information call on or address,

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

MULLER ON A SUMMlR

Baked

Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

'
and CARTOONED .

WHEN
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wild winds rave
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all sad things! maudie's
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heart is THE
OlNCE SHE CAUSED Broke'

PooR

OLD JUDGE To CROAK

That

EXPRESSES

REVISED.

fWlLU UlVlllii
and

Paso and Southern Pacific and returninf
same route, or via A., T. 4 S. F.

SAN DIF.GO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

H. A. COOAIER,

General Manager

H

N. M. C. R. R.,

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M
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WELL KNOWN CROOK.
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For further information address Eugene Fox, den'I
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or

Department of the Interior,
laws are perfect if only we obey them, but disease follows disobedS
Office at Santa Fe, X. M--'
V. S.
Go straight to Nature for the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries there,
1912.
some of which we can lathom for you. Take the hark of the
tree, Pecos Natl. Forest. August 15,
with mandrake root, Oregon grape root, stone root, queen's root, bloodroot and
Notice is hereby given that Ricar- golden seal root, make a scicntiiic, glyceric extract of them, with just the right iln Valencia of Tocos, New Mexico,
made
proportions, and you have
1907,
iwho, on September
11952 for X
DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY. Homestead Entry No.
SE1-1- .
SW
SE
SW1-SE
It took Dr. Pierce, with the assistance of two learned chemists and pharma (Section fi. Township 17 N., Range 12
X. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- -'
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect
r
this vegetable alterative and tunic extract of the greatest
tice of intention to make
efficiency.
proof, to establish claim to the land
nbove described, before Register or
Mil C. W. Tawlky, of Millville, Callf.,writcs: " I wish
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
to U!l you thtu 1 havo um J your ' Golden Medical DisNew Mexico, on the 11th day of
covery' in my family for twenty years. Wo have had a ;Fe.
October, 1912.
doctor called in but once during that time. I have a family
Claimant names as witnesses:
of ten children, ui! well ujkI hearty, for which, to a great
Prudencio Gonzales, Ramon Quin- owe
we
Medical
to
thanks
and
'Golden
extent,
you
your
Pablo A. Gonzales, tastmiro
'
tana,
uso
when sick."
Discovery and relicts,' which we
Gallegos, all of Ptcos, New Mexico.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
MANUEL R. OTERO,
C. W. P awley, Es
Hegister.
stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.
Nature's

Ind

five-yea-

I IPORNIA Gin2 vJa El

LOS ANGELES

NATURES LWS.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
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Wild-cherr- y

ILLUSTRATED

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE
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ence.

MERRIMENT.

COMMON
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A

LUMP OF COAL.
JUST AS SHE FINISHED WITH
GREAT ECLAT
IHE JUDGE DROPPED IN FOR,
A FRIENDLY CHAT,
AND SEEING The Cake
cried:
X DECLARE
IM JUST AS HUNGRY
AS AN
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THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

GLASS EYE WILL
HELP REFORM THIS
CONUICT IS THEORY
Sacramento, Calif., Aug. 19. To
carry out his theory that steps for all
around betterment of prisoners should

mm

be taken, beginning witih physical con
dition, Warden Johnston of Folsom
penitentiary has had $2 prisoners examined by eye and ear specialists.
Jake Oppenheimer, the "hyena" under sentence of death, will be fitted
with a pair of glasses. The warden
said that Oppenheimer was pleased
with the result, as his vision has been
much impaired in the preparation of
a book he is now writing entitled
"The thoughts of a condemned man."
Another prisoner will be fitted with
an artificial eye, on the theory that
any improvement in a prisoner's looks
will heighten his self respect and
make him more amenable to efforts
for his reform.

Appetizing,

LOCAL MENTION

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

Tap
Here
A

!

NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS

until Thursday night, when matters of
importance come up before it will be
discussed.
Cupid's Quartette a roaring funny
comedy tonight at the Elks'.
A contract for the sale of the Wilcox ranch in the Rio Tesutiue valley
was filed in the county clerk's office,
between W. A. Williams and wife, and
The
Ozzie R. Kerlee of Kennedy.
consideration was $10,0u0.
Save worry and sickness later on.
Use acme chloride of lime. Zook has
r.
Oh you school days. The time will
soon be here when you will have to
look to the "shoeing'' of the school
children and John Pflueger is ready
for you with a stock of shoes for the
children.
See his advertisement on
page three.
.Nothing but a good picture show to-- j
n!ght at the Elks'.
Assure yourself of good candy eith-e-:
to eat or treat. Buy from Zook's
and be assured of such purity.
AGENTS New book telling all
about "Roosevelt and the Progressive
Party;" enormous demand; complete
book ready; one sample free to every
agent; highest commission or salary.
Also "Titanic Disaster," "White Slave
Trade," and 500 otters. Write immediately for free outfit. International Bible House, Perry Building,
Philadelphia.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
laths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
There will be a meeting
of the
chamber of commerce tomorrow evening at S p. m. sharp. A good many
matters of importance will come before the meeting and it is important
that all members attend. Further notice of the business to come before
the meeting will be given in Tuesday's
New Mexican.

Johnston's candy.
Fresh today
Zook's.
Cupid's Quartette the best vet at
the Elks.
The city sprinkling wagons are kept
in use most all the time, settling the
little puffs of dust that start up.
A good picture show tonight at the
Elks'.
Now is a good time to paint jvlth
Sherwin Williams paint and varnishes et Goebels.
The ladies of the Presbyterian mission will hold a lawn social and picnic supper at the home of Mrs. Bishops this afternoon.
AH good pictures
tonight at the
Elks'.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A first
class restaurant now doing business.
See T. Jackson, 127 San Francisco St.
W. It. Goebel, the local hardware
There are five words in the Engman sold an ox yolk Saturday. This lish language that are not
easily
n the first one that ihas been sold in spelled and yet they are simple eve.y-Jathe city of Santa Fe for the last
words, meaning
twenty-fivyears.
A judge's decision.
The meeting of the Santa Fe chamA receipt for anytning.
ber of commerce which was to have
Being contracted or curtailed.
been held tonight has been postponed
Act of lodging.
To persuade, a controversy.
We declare there s not one teacher in Santa Fe that can spell the five
words correctly (unless pupils of the
Santa Fe Business College) and these
are barred from the contest nor is
there a pupil or a graduate of the
high school that can do so.
To those who go near the mark,
or make a good showing by person
or by letter, we will nail to them free
of charge Fl'LL knowledge of how to
HEADQUATERS FOR
use all their fingers and their thumbs,
in fact, Blindfold Touch Typewriting.
HIGH-GRAD- E
No offense is meant to teachers or
graduates; it is the way they have
been taught or want of being taught.
We say Spelling is the most essential study certainly before
learning dead languages, dead men, and
the length and breadth of an Isosceles
triangle, a rectangular prism, pentagon or a dodecagon. We should all
know that Queen Anne is dead; what
y

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

e

S. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A
ally.

4
you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
t)iice a year.
It will increase the
U
and accuracy of your watclw
Leave your watch with us

If

Watches
and
Clocks.

" Timepieces That Are
Reliable."

y.

and one of the members of the club
informed District Attorney Whitman.
The grand jury will meet tomor-

SIR EDWARD GREY
CAUGHT AT LAST

BYSUFFRAGETS

I

NOTED MEXICAN IS

AUGUST 19, 1912.

What is the difference between
prtz fight ana our meat shop?

row, when it is expected Schepps will
COMING TO SANTA FE
be asked to tell his story.
Lieutenant Becker made a brief apEmbleton, North TmberlanJ, Aug.
s
1". A party of enterprising
pearance in the court of general ses- JOSE CASTEILOT IS HEAD OF MASONIC
waylaid and held up Sir Ed sion today to plead to the indictment,
ORDER IN NEW MEXICO AND PRESIward Grey, the British secretary of charging murder in the first degree. J
state for foreign affairs, when he was At the request of "ounge! the plead- DENT OF SENATE OF NATIONAL CONleaving church yesterday and engaged ing was adjourned until Wednesday,
GRESS
'him in a warm argument on the ques- - Counsel for Becker made a new motion of woman suff regette.
j tion
to inspect the minutes of the
j
Jose Castellot, president of the' senSir Edward at first said:
grand jury, to which Judge Crain
and
ate in the Mexican congress
no
'made
comment.
Becker
"I refuse to discuss the
appeared
ion
ques
grand commander of tlie Masonic orwith you here," but the women de- cheerful.
der in Mexico, will arrive tonight for
clared that the opportunity for disa visit with Masons in this city. A
cussion had been denied elsewhere.
N.
"I
19.
Y., Aug.
Poughkeepsie,
committee will meet him at the depot At the prize fight you see rounds of
Sir Edward refused to receive
a have obtained from Sam
Schepps the
hopound, but here you see pounds of
delegation of the women, whereupon corroborative evidence I expected," and will escort him to the Palace
tel. He will be given a banquet there
round!
one of them demanded: "How dare
said District Attorney "Whitman to- tomorrow night. All Masons in the
you betray the women's cause by al
a
brief conference with the city are requested to attend the banday, after
lowing the reform bill to be drafted little
gambler who was captured at quet and to meet Senor Castellot.
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
to include men only?''
Hot Snrinzs as a material witness in
Sir Edward replied that he had put the Rosenthal case.
down an amendment to the bill giv-- i
Short Steak, Flank,
HOUSE FLAG HAS
Although Schepps was a bit ner-mwomen also the suffrage.
he
told
the
that
he
Round
NO
prosecutor
FOR US
Steak, Pork Steak,
ion know that amendment was of:,'vous
would tell freely all he knew of the
nc use," a woman shouted.
About
That's
events which led up to Rosenthal's
Sir Edward replied:
"You
Washington, D. C, Aug. 19. ReWhitman
Mr.
Assured
of
death.
this,
The Way They Rank!
about parliamentary procedpublican leader Mann chied the ofdid not prolong the conference,
ure or you would not say that."
ficers- of the house today because the
The Mere Mention
j
Mr. Whitman regards Schepps' tes- flag behind the
'After further argument Sir Edward
speaker's chair had
succeeded in reaching his carriage. timony of importance as confirming only forty-sistars instead of forty-eighOf The Above Choice Cuts
j the
story of "Bald Jack" Rose.
Arizona and New Mexico not
Schepps was not in the murder car being represented.
Should Bring
SCHEPPS TELLS HISTORY
the time of the shooting, but he
OF MURDER. at
I look up and gaze upon
"Whenever
was in it earlier in the evening and
Post-Hastethe charming countenance of the
!
according to Rose subsequently was
(Continued rrom rage Onel
speaker, I see behind him a flag that
the paymaster of the murder crew.
is illegal," said Mr. Mann.
der of Herman Rosenthal, would be
How 'Good They'll
The flag over the house, he declarsupplied.
forty-si- x
ed
had
Arizona
only
stars,
ALBUQUERQUE YOUNG
Rose has said repeatedly
that if
and New Mexico not being
FOLKS HAVE ELOPED.
Schepps would tell the truth his
X
(Rose's) story would be corroborat
Mother of Girl Swears Out War- - X
ed.
New Mexicar
want afls. arwayt
rant for Man Asserting Daught- - X
Information came from the public
results.
is
Seventeen
bring
er
They
Only
Phone 92.
prosecutor's office that caused unAre Expected Tonight.
usual interest at police headquarters.
It was learned
that for several
months prior to the shooting of X Albuquerque, X. M., Aug. 19.
F. Donohue, a member of the
Rosenthal officers of the district at
city fire department is charged j
torney have been quietly investigat
in a warrant issued on complaint X
ing graft in the police department.
of Mrs. Ruggles of this city, with X
The big grafters have been known,
having induced a minor to leave
it is said, for four months, and the
because last night he and
ihome,
Rosenthal shooting
simply hurried
Irene Ruggles, a pretty girl of
matters.
V thia ntv loft" fni rvnrfa nnlrnnn-From members of the district at-- '
t.
with thn'avnwed intention nf
is plumbing
combines the
torney's staff it was learned that a N ting married.
well known citizen and two, and pos
The mother asserts that her
three
of
points
reliability, long service, and
sibly four police inspectors are caught
daughter is only seventeen years
in the toils. The district attorney has
sanitation.
thorough
of age and that she was induced
obtained information that a collector
to leave home by Donohue. She X
is our aim
for one man high in police circles
says she will prosecute Donohue.
furnish
had accumulated no less than $75,000 v The couple are expected to re- as his commission on collections in
turn to the city tonight man and
will
the last seven months.
wife.
v
meet these requireThe investigation into police graft
started when Lieutenant Becker.
ments exactly.
Work for the New Mexican.
through Rose, it is reported, attempt
It is
Ask us for prices
ed to get $150 from a private poker working for you, for Santa "e and
club. His demand was turned down the new state.
'tatftfaKp fixsuft'ra-gette-
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Taste!

Plaza Market Co.
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What is Good Plumbing?

C

It

that

It

to
plumbing
service that
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AP RICOTS

matter the year?
What boys and girls and grown ups
want is good SPELLING ESPECIALLY.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE.

MONDAY,

Phone

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Santa

Fe

-:-

-

New Mexico

NOW
TnE clarendon garden
Black 12.
V. BOYLE, Mgr.
R.

GET MORE THAN USUAL

VALUES!

that the best way to be sure
YOU
getting GOOD CLOTHES for your
money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best way to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks kfor the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.
KNOW

U

m

n

I

MJI D FITINl

ft &

mm

Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
Cupjnight

Hart Schaffner ii

Home

Mm

otjart,

Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes.

NATHAH ..SALMON,

I

